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Abstract
The biggest scientiﬁc experiment in history will begin taking data in late 2009 using the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN near Geneva, Switzerland. The LHC is designed to
collide protons at an unprecedented 14 TeV centre of mass energy, enabling physicists to ex-
plore the constituents of matter at smaller scales than ever before. The Parton Distribution
Functions (PDFs) are parametrizations of the proton structure and are best determined
from experimental data. The PDFs are needed to calculate cross-sections or in other words
the likelihood of observed physical processes, which are crucial in exploiting the discov-
ery potential of the LHC. The prospects for measuring the Drell-Yan (DY) spectrum are
assessed in the low invariant mass region below the 푍 boson resonance using 푒+푒− pairs
from the initial LHC data in order to probe the proton structure and further constrain the
PDFs. The analysis is based on the full simulation of the ATLAS detector response to DY
electrons and background processes. Assuming 100 pb−1 of LHC data, the total DY cross-
section in the invariant mass range from 10 GeV to 60 GeV is expected to be measured as
휎DY = 5.90± 0.24(stat)± 0.18(syst) nb. The result predicts an improvement over a current
theoretical uncertainty of 7.6% and indicates that the PDF uncertainties can be reduced
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The world of elementary particle physics is about to enter a new and exciting era. The
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [1] and its experiments (ATLAS, CMS, LHC-B, ALICE and
TOTEM) [2] built and installed at CERN near Geneva, Switzerland will begin exploring
the constituents of hadrons and hence matter at an unprecedented new energy scale. Higher
energy implies studying the interactions of the constituents of matter at smaller distance
scales; in other words, looking deeper into the structure of matter. The Standard Model
(SM) [3, 4, 5] of particle physics embodies the current understanding of the elementary
particles and their interactions. At this new energy scale, not only should it be possible to
discover the origin of mass as predicted by the SM, but also potentially observe extensions
to the SM [6] involving evidence of new physics.
The LHC will collide beams of protons. Protons are not fundamental, point-like,
particles but consist of constituents collectively called partons. A proton-proton collision
may be viewed as a collision between many partons. The cross-sections, or in other words the
likelihood of observed physical processes, are measures of the interactions of the fundamental
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particles that constitute matter and of the strength of the fundamental forces of nature.
Therefore, determining the cross-sections is critical when studying a new energy regime
and searching for new physics. In order to calculate a cross section at the LHC, one
needs to know the probability of ﬁnding a particular pair of partons interacting at a given
momentum transfer, 푄, and carrying certain fractions, 푥, of the proton momentum. Such
information is provided in the form of Parton Distribution Functions (PDFs), and currently
these distributions have to be determined from experimental data. Since the LHC kinematic
range in 푥 and 푄 is much bigger than at any previous experiment, the PDF uncertainty is
one of the dominant systematics and so it can limit discovery potential for new physics. The
very high beam intensities at the LHC will mean that statistical uncertainties on the SM
measurements will be negligibly small at the LHC, leaving the PDF uncertainty as one of the
biggest uncertainties. Precision measurements of SM processes will improve the constraints
on the most likely value of the mass of the Higgs boson and may provide evidence for new
physics.
Various measurements are planned at the LHC to further constrain the PDFs. The
Drell-Yan (DY) process, ﬁrst described by Sidney D. Drell and Tung-Mow Yan in 1970 [7],
is a key process for reaching this objective because it is a well understood process of a
parton from one proton annihilating with an anti-parton from another proton producing
oppositely charged leptons. The DY process historically has played a critical part in the
study of the constituents of hadrons and their distributions. Particles such as the 퐽/휓 in
1974 [8], the 훶 in 1977 [9] and the 푍 boson in 1983 [10] are examples of discoveries that
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resulted from the study of the invariant mass spectrum of the DY lepton pairs.
The charged leptons, electrons and muons speciﬁcally, are the most readily detected
and arguably the most easily detectable particles of the SM by the detectors used in par-
ticle physics experiments like ATLAS working in the very complicated environment of pp
collisions as will be further explained in more detail in section 2.1. Hence, a process like
DY that requires two leptons in the ﬁnal state has signiﬁcant practical experimental advan-
tages. The DY process therefore will play an important role in many of the physics goals
envisioned at the LHC from day one until the end. Moreover, since the lepton pair comes
from the annihilation of a quark and an antiquark, DY probes a well deﬁned initial state.
This dissertation studies the prospects for measuring the Drell-Yan spectrum at
low invariant mass, 10 GeV − 60 GeV, using 푒+푒− pairs from the initial LHC data in
order to further constrain the PDFs. The Standard Model of particle physics and the LHC
experimental program are brieﬂy summarized in the following sections of this introduction.
Chapter 2 provides an overview of the current theoretical understanding of the proton
structure and of the Drell-Yan process as well as motivations for studying such a process at
the LHC. Background processes that may leave a Drell-Yan like signature in the detectors
and may present a challenge for the intended measurement are also discussed following the
DY theory. Chapter 3 describes the design and expected performance of the experimental
apparatus with particular focus on the ATLAS detector components to be used for this
work. Chapter 4 introduces the ATLAS Monte Carlo that produced the full simulation of
the detector response to DY electrons and background processes used to assess the prospects
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of the intended measurement with the early LHC data. Chapter 5 studies reconstruction
and identiﬁcation of an electron signature in the detector, eﬃcient electron pair selection
criteria that will distinguish DY electrons from other background electrons, and estimation
and reduction of the dominant background process. Chapter 6 calculates eﬃciencies and
detector limitations in measuring DY electrons. Chapter 7 presents the expected low mass
Drell-Yan spectrum before and after corrections. Chapter 8 investigates potential systematic
errors. Chapter 9 compares the expected results with the current theoretical knowledge
and uncertainties including previous experiments. A set of Drell-Yan electron identiﬁcation
criteria is proposed for the early running of the LHC in this chapter, as well. Finally,
conclusions drawn from this work are given in chapter 10.
1.1 The Standard Model
The Standard Model is the theory of elementary particles and their interactions via the
electromagnetic (EM), the weak and the strong forces.
Leptons, quarks and bosons (force carriers) are the categories of observed funda-
mental particles in the SM. They are listed in Figure 1.1. Leptons and quarks are half-
integer-spin fermions that are divided into three generations. There is a corresponding
antifermion with same mass and spin but opposite-charge-like quantum numbers for each
type of lepton and quark. The ﬁrst generation of fermions contains the particles from which
all the ordinary matter in nature is constituted.
Leptons interact via the weak force and, if electrically charged, the EM force, while
quarks carry an additional colour charge and hence interact via the strong force as well. The
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Figure 1.1: The elementary particles of the Standard Model.
nature of the strong force prevents quarks from being observed in isolation, and therefore
quarks always appear in the form of colour-singlet particles called hadrons. In other words,
hadrons consist of colour-singlet combinations of quarks. The pion, proton and neutron are
examples of hadrons.
The SM is based on three relativistic quantum ﬁeld theories: Quantum Electrody-
namics (QED), the theory of weak interactions and Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD).
QED describes the interactions of charged fermions (푒, 휇, 휏 and quarks). The theory of
weak interactions explains the neutral weak interactions and the charged weak interactions
that change the ﬂavour of fermions from one to another. QED and the theory of weak
interactions are uniﬁed to form the theory of electroweak interactions. QCD describes the
strong interactions between quarks.
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The interactions between fermions are mediated by integer-spin gauge bosons: the
photon (훾) is the mediator of the EM force, the 푊± and 푍 gauge bosons are the mediators
of the weak force, and there are eight gluons (푔) that are the mediators of the strong force.
The SM is a gauge theory (i.e. symmetric under local phase or gauge transformations), and
hence the gauge bosons in principle should be massless. However, the푊± and 푍 bosons are
massive and acquire mass without violating the gauge invariance through a process called
the Higgs Mechanism that introduces a scalar Higgs ﬁeld. An observable consequence of
the Higgs ﬁeld is a new massive scalar (i.e. spinless) particle called the Higgs boson.
The predictions of the SM have been tested to exceptionally high precision (better
than 0.1% in some cases) by a large number of complementary experiments. However, the
SM cannot be the complete theory of fundamental physics as it has several universally
agreed inadequacies such as: the unveriﬁed origin of mass; lack of explanation for why
there are exactly three generations; gravity is not included in the theory; and there is no
explanation for dark matter.
1.2 Experimental program
The designs of the LHC and the ATLAS detector [11] have been driven by several physics
goals. They include understanding how electroweak symmetry is broken, making precision
measurements of the SM parameters, studying the structure of the proton and searching
for potential new physics beyond the SM.
The breaking of the electroweak symmetry is apparent from the observation that the
weak force carriers, 푊± and 푍 bosons, have mass while the electromagnetic force carrier,
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훾, is a massless particle. In the SM, the Higgs mechanism is considered to be responsible
for hiding the electroweak symmetry. All elementary particles that have mass acquire their
masses through the strength of their interactions with the Higgs ﬁeld. Massless particles
like the 훾 do not directly interact with the Higgs ﬁeld. The Higgs boson is the only particle
that is predicted by the SM, but not discovered yet, although, indirect methods and direct
searches at the previous LEP experiments place a lower limit of 114 GeV on its mass.
Assuming that the Higgs boson exists, the ATLAS experiment will be capable of ﬁnding
it over the entire theoretically allowed mass range. The measured properties of the Higgs
boson will ﬁx the parameters of the electroweak symmetry breaking process.
The very high luminosity, the number of particles per unit area per second crossing
at the point where the beams meet, and centre of mass energy design of the LHC will
allow more precisely measured SM parameters. For example, the masses of the 푊± and
푍 bosons, triple gauge boson couplings, and especially the mass of the 푡 quark and its
couplings will all be improved. The collisions at this new energy regime will also extend
the current knowledge of the substructure (see section 2.1) of protons.
As noted in section 1.1, the SM is not thought to be the complete theory of particles.
There are various possible extensions proposed to the SM, for example Supersymmetry [12].
The ATLAS experiment will have the capability to discover or exclude new supersymmetric
particles over a large portion of the theoretically possible masses and coupling strengths as
well as oﬀering the opportunity to search for new heavy gauge bosons (e.g. 푍 ′) and quarks.
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Theory
The current theoretical understanding of the structure of the proton and of pp collisions is
described by the Parton Model and QCD.
In this chapter, the Parton Model is introduced including the eﬀects of QCD. The
physics motivations behind the study of the Drell-Yan process are described. A mathemati-
cal description is given of the cross section calculated at leading and next-to-leading orders.
The production of an 푒+푒− pair via the DY process is studied in this work. Therefore, back-
ground processes that have an 푒+푒− pair(s) in their ﬁnal state or leave DY-like signatures
in the ATLAS detector are also presented.
2.1 Proton-proton collisions
Protons are used at high energy particle colliders like the LHC due to their stability and large
mass compared to electrons. However, protons are not fundamental, point-like, particles
which makes pp collisions rather complicated.
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2.1.1 The Parton Model with QCD
QCD, in contrast to QED, is a non-Abelian gauge theory [13] or in other words the gauge or
local symmetry transformations under which the theory is invariant form a non-commutative
group. Hence the ﬁelds’ quanta, gluons, can interact with each other as well as being the
force carriers of the strong coupling between quarks. As a result of the self interactions
of the gluons and the speciﬁc number of types of quarks in nature, the strength of the
coupling between strongly interacting partons increases at lower momentum transfers, 푄2,
or long distances. This leads to conﬁnement of quarks and gluons into hadrons. Therefore,
the perturbation theory fails when treating strong interactions at low momentum transfers
(often referred to as soft interactions). Due to the diﬃculties of non-perturbative calculation
methods, soft interactions in QCD are not calculable quantitatively in a reliable way. At
high momentum transfers or short distances, the strong coupling weakens such that quarks
and gluons can be considered as free particles and perturbative calculations are possible.
This is also known as asymptotic freedom.
In the Parton Model with QCD, protons consist of three valence quarks, 푢푢푑, and
a sea of virtual quarks and gluons. The sea quarks and gluons are produced through a
mechanism analogous to bremsstrahlung and pair production in QED. When observed in
high energy collisions, valence quarks are seen to radiate gluons that can produce virtual
quark-antiquark (푞푞¯) or gluon pairs and that these virtual particles in turn can radiate
gluons as well. The virtual quarks are called sea quarks. Valence quarks, sea quarks and
gluons are collectively called partons.
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A pp collision can be considered as a collision between partons. Each parton carries
only a fraction (e.g. a valence quark, on average, carries approximately 15% at the LHC
energies) of the proton momentum, so the collision between two partons is not in the centre
of mass frame but generally is boosted along the beam axis.
In pp collisions, most of the time, partons interact via soft scattering, low momentum
transfer, and only a few hard scattering, large momentum transfer, events happen that are
of interest for discovering new physics. The ﬁnal state after a hard scatter interaction in
a pp collision may contain leptons, quarks and gauge bosons. If a parton, quark or gluon
is produced in the ﬁnal state, then it will not remain isolated, as mentioned in section 1.1,
but will undergo a process called hadronization that results in many hadrons, collectively
called a jet that will have a direction collinear with the originally struck parton. Figure 2.1
illustrates a pp collision where a parton 푎 from a proton 퐴 interacts with a parton 푏 from










Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of a proton-proton collision.
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The Parton Model, requires a knowledge of how the partons are distributed in a
proton. This is known as the parton distribution function (PDF). The PDF, denoted as
푓푎/퐴(푥푎, 푄
2), gives the probability density of ﬁnding a parton 푎 with a momentum frac-
tion 푥푎 when probed by a ﬁxed momentum transfer 푄
2 in a proton 퐴. Due to the non-
perturbative nature of QCD at low 푄2, the PDFs must be determined experimentally.
CTEQ [14] and MRST [15] are the two main groups providing PDFs by analyzing all the
available experimental data using a global ﬁtting procedure. The PDFs are essential input
to the precision measurements of the SM at a hadron collider and are needed to calculate
the cross-section of a given physical process in pp or other hadron-hadron collisions.
The uncertainty of PDFs increases at low 푥 and high 푄2 due to the lower interaction
energies and the amount of data that were available at previous experiments. The kinematic
range of partons at the LHC in terms of 푄2 and 푥 is presented in ﬁgure 2.2 including the
kinematic reach of HERA [16] and ﬁxed target experiments. As can be seen, although the
data from HERA and ﬁxed target experiments cover the kinematic range of the LHC in
terms of 푥 within the geometrical acceptance of the ATLAS detector, the LHC will provide
these momentum fractions 푥 in a much bigger range of 푄2.
For instance, consider a process 퐴 + 퐵 → 푐 + 푋 where c is a fermion and 푋 can
be any particle or multiple particles. See appendix A for a more detailed description of the
kinematics. The total cross-section 휎 for producing the fermion 푐, in the lowest order (LO),










2) + (퐴↔ 퐵 if 푎 ∕= 푏)] 휎ˆ (2.1)
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Figure 2.2: Kinematic range of partons at the LHC [17]. Shown are values of 푄2 versus 푥
including kinematic reach of the HERA and ﬁxed target experiments.
where 푎 and 푏 are the partons in the protons 퐴 and 퐵 respectively, 퐶푎푏 is the initial
colour-averaging factor, 휎ˆ represents the subprocess or constituent level cross section for
the interaction of the two partons 푎 and 푏 to form the ﬁnal state 푐 and 푋, and
∑
is the
sum over all possible parton pairs, including all possible colours, that can produce 푐 +푋.
The term 퐴↔ 퐵 is
퐴↔ 퐵 ≡ 푓푎/퐵(푥푏, 푄2)푓푏/퐴(푥푎, 푄2)
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to account for the possibility of the parton 푎 coming from the proton 퐵 carrying a momen-
tum fraction 푥푏 and the parton 푏 coming from the proton 퐴 carrying a momentum fraction










since there are three and eight diﬀerent colour-charges carried by each quark and gluon,
respectively.
The momentum fraction 푥푎,푏 carried by each parton, ignoring the parton masses, is
given by
푝푎,푏 = 푥푎,푏푝퐴,퐵 (2.2)
where 푝푎,푏 (푝퐴,퐵) represents the four-momentum of each parton (proton). Thus, the invari-
ant mass squared 푠ˆ of the parton pair, assuming that the protons are in the centre of mass
frame and there is no angle between the interacting partons, is
푠ˆ = (푝푎 + 푝푏)
2 = 푥푎푥푏푠 = 휏푠 (2.3)
where 푠 is the invariant mass squared of the proton pair and the variable 휏 = 푥푎푥푏, a
number between 0 and 1, is deﬁned in order to simplify future formulations. Rewriting the

















, 푄2) + (퐴↔ 퐵 if 푎 ∕= 푏)
]
휎ˆ (2.4)











휎ˆ(푠ˆ = 휏푠) (2.5)














, 푄2) + (퐴↔ 퐵 if 푎 ∕= 푏)
]
(2.6)
is called the parton luminosity since multiplication of it with the parton cross-section 휎ˆ
gives the total cross-section in a pp (or hadron-hadron) collision.
In hadron-hadron collisions, it is more convenient to use rapidity, 푦, in calculations
of cross-sections or other observables since the hard scatter (푎푏 system) centre of mass
moves in the lab frame (i.e. 푥푎 and 푥푏 are not necessarily equal) along the beam axis, and
the shapes of observable distributions in 푦 are relativistically invariant. The rapidity is a















where 퐸(c.m.) is the energy and 푝
(c.m.)
∣∣ is the longitudinal momentum of the 푎푏 system in
the 퐴퐵 centre of mass frame. The 퐴퐵 centre of mass frame is the lab frame for the LHC.
Pseudorapidity is often used as an approximation for 푦 when the mass of a particle is
small compared to its energy and is deﬁned as 휂 = − ln (tan 휃2) where 휃 is the polar angle.
The rapidity can be written in terms of 푥푎 and 푥푏 only when assuming that the partons are
massless and there is no angle between them. The momentum fraction 푥푎,푏 can be rewritten






















, 푄2) + (퐴↔ 퐵 if 푎 ∕= 푏)
]
휎ˆ (2.9)









where 푥 = 푥푎 − 푥푏 is the longitudinal momentum fraction of the 푎푏 system or, along with






2.1.2 QCD corrections to the Parton Model
The Parton Model formalism given in the previous section is at a ﬁxed 푄2 and hence
does not include the possibility that additional gluons can be emitted or exchanged by the
hard interacting partons due to the strong interaction. Allowing for such gluon exchange
(or emission) creates singularities in the calculation of the cross-section. The singularities
are due to divergences from very soft gluon emission (non-perturbative part of QCD as
mentioned in section 2.1.1) and gluon emission parallel to the incoming quark. These
divergences are often referred to as infrared and collinear, respectively. Fortunately, these
singularities can be factored into the PDFs.
The PDFs including soft QCD corrections are calculated with the Dokshitzer-












































where 푡 = 휇2 is the factorization scale and the running coupling constant, 훼푠(휇
2), [12] of
the strong interactions is
1/훼푠(휇
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where Λ is the QCD scale parameter and푁푓 is the number of quark ﬂavours that have masses
less than 휇. The 푞푖(푥, 푡) and 푔(푥, 푡) both are PDFs (equivalent of 푓(푥,푄
2) in equation 2.1)
and represent quark and gluon distributions, respectively. The splitting functions can be
calculated as





푃 (1)푞푖푞푗 (푥) + ... (2.12)





푃 (1)푞푔 (푥) + ... (2.13)





푃 (1)푔푞 (푥) + ... (2.14)





푃 (1)푔푔 (푥) + ... (2.15)
where 훿푖푗 is the Kronecker delta function. To the lowest order, the splitting functions can
be expressed as









푃 (0)푞푔 = 푇푅
[
푥2 + (1− 푥)2] (2.17)
푃 (0)푔푞 = 퐶퐹
[














where 훿(1−푥) is the Dirac delta function, 푁푐 = 3 is the number of colour-charges, 퐶퐴 = 3,
푇푅 =
1
2 , 퐶퐹 =
푁2푐−1
2푁푐













1− 푥 . (2.21)
Once the singularities are factored into the PDFs, the remaining corrections coming
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from high momentum transfer interactions between gluons and quarks are ﬁnite and can be
added to LO cross section perturbatively in 훼푠. Therefore, the QCD improved version of


























where the power of 훼푠 (i.e. the order of perturbation) is equivalent to the number of gluon
emissions allowed in the process. The next-to-leading order (NLO) correction, 풪(훼푠), to
the cross-section is sometimes approximated as an eﬀective constant known as the K-factor
so that
(휎)NLO = 퐾 (휎)LO . (2.23)
2.2 Drell-Yan physics
The Parton Model was originally developed for Deep Inelastic Scattering (DIS) and ﬁrst
applied to the DY processes in hadron-hadron collisions.
2.2.1 Introduction
As introduced in the ﬁrst chapter, the DY process will be key at the LHC for understanding
the performance of and calibration of the ATLAS detector that will be necessary in order to
search for new physics. The 푒+푒− ﬁnal state is the focus of this dissertation. The excellent
tracking and EM calorimeters combined with the transition radiation detector of ATLAS
provide good electron identiﬁcation.
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The LHC will produce many more DY pairs over a larger invariant mass range than
any other collider experiment conducted before and hence will allow further study of the
structure of the proton and can improve the accuracy of the PDFs, especially at low-푥
approximately down to 10−4.
The very large amount of data that can be collected at the LHC using the well
known and understood SM processes such as the production and decay of the 푍 boson will
also make the DY process a key in improving the accuracy of the mass, 푚푊 , of the 푊
±
bosons, and hence the mass, 푚푡, of the top quark. These more precise measurements will
improve the constraints on the most likely value of the mass, 푚퐻 , of the Higgs boson and
will help increase the discovery potential.
The DY process will be essential in searches for new physics at the LHC as well.
The search for new heavy gauge bosons such as 푍 ′, is possible through the decay channels
of such particles into DY pairs.
At LHC energies, production mechanisms for both the known physics processes such
as inclusive jets and the potential new physics predicted will mostly involve the scattering of
gluons. Strong interactions of gluons are governed by the QCD part of the SM. Therefore,
a detailed understanding of the QCD phenomena is vital for almost all of the physics at
the LHC. QCD is highly successful at describing the strong interactions at high momentum
transfers, 푄2, where perturbative methods based on asymptotic freedom can be applied.
However, at low-푄2, perturbative methods are not applicable or at best can be approximated
by resummation of some perturbative terms in all orders. Moreover, there is a lack of
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experimental data at low-푥, where the non-perturbative part of QCD becomes important.
Hence, the theoretical uncertainties are currently large for the low-푥 part of QCD. The
measurement described in this dissertation will provide a good test of QCD at low-푥 and
requires an in-depth study of inclusive jet events.
2.2.2 Tree level process
The Drell-Yan process consists of a quark-antiquark annihilation creating a virtual photon
or 푍 boson which then produces a lepton-antilepton pair, 푞푞¯ → 훾∗/푍 → ℓ+ℓ−. The formula






Figure 2.3: Feynman diagram of the tree level Drell-Yan process.
The total cross-section for producing a DY pair (i.e. lepton-antilepton pair) can be
calculated to LO in the parton model [19] described in section 2.1.1 (more of the mathe-











푙푙) + (푞 ↔ 푞¯)
]
휎ˆ푞푞¯→푙+푙− (2.24)
where unlike for a pp¯ collision, the 푞 ↔ 푞¯ term is added explicitly rather than multiplying
with a factor of two since there is an imbalance of quarks and anti-quarks in a pp collision
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because there are no valence antiquarks in a proton. In the lowest order, the subprocess
cross-section 휎ˆ due to the exchange of a virtual photon is given by




where 푠ˆ = (푝1 + 푝2)
2 = 푚2푙푙, 푒푞 is the quark electric charge, and 푝1 and 푝2 are the four-
















with the ﬁne structure constant 훼(푚2푒) = 1/137.036 [12]. 푁푐 is equal to one for leptons
and three for quarks. 푚푙푙 is the invariant mass of the lepton pair while 푚푓 represents the
fermion masses less than 푚푙푙. The factor 푁푐퐶푞푞¯ =
1
3 reﬂects the fact that only three of
nine colour combinations from a quark and antiquark pair are possible matching colours
that can lead to a colourless virtual photon. The subprocess diﬀerential cross-section for







where the Dirac delta function 훿(푠ˆ − 푚2푙푙) imposes 푠ˆ = 푚2푙푙. Hence the total diﬀerential









































푙푙) + (푞 ↔ 푞¯)
]
(2.28)
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which depends on 휏 and 푚푙푙.
푑ℒ(휏)
푑휏 was deﬁned in equation 2.6. Note that the diﬀerential


























휏푒−푦,푚2푙푙) + (푞 ↔ 푞¯)
]
(2.31)
To include the contributions from the 푍 boson, the following replacement of 푒2푞 by
three terms, including contributions from 훾-푍 interference (second term) and the 푍 boson
(third term) derived using the formulae in appendix A of [20], is needed in the previous
equations:
푒2푞 → 푒2푞 +
푚2푙푙(푚
2
푙푙 −푚2푍)(1− 4 sin2 휃푊 )







2 휃푊 cos2 휃푊
[
(푚2푙푙 −푚2푍)2 +푚2푍Γ2푍
](휐2푖 + 1) (2.32)
where푚푍 , Γ푍 and Γ푍→푙+푙− are the mass, the full width and the partial width of the 푍 boson
respectively and have been determined experimentally. The partial width of a particle is
the probability of the particle’s decay into a particular ﬁnal state times the full width which
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is inversely proportional to the lifetime of that particle. For up-type quarks (i.e. u,c,t), 휐푖
is 휐푢 = 1− 83 sin2 휃푊 , and for down-type (i.e. d,s,b) quarks, it is 휐푑 = −1 + 43 sin2 휃푊 with
휃푊 as the Weinberg angle.
2.2.3 Higher order corrections
Higher order QCD corrections to the DY cross-section are due to interactions with gluons, as
discussed in section 2.1.2. The ﬁrst order, 풪(훼푠), processes contributing to the tree level DY
process are given in ﬁgure 2.4 where (a) shows virtual gluon corrections to the annihilating
푞푞¯ in the initial state, (b) shows a real gluon emission in the process of producing the
훾∗/푍, resulting in a DY pair plus a gluon ﬁnal state, (c) shows the gluon-quark(antiquark)
scattering processes that lead to the desired ﬁnal state DY pair and an additional parton.
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and the corresponding NLO diﬀerential cross-section to 풪(훼푠) in the Modiﬁed Minimal































































































Figure 2.4: Feynman diagrams for corrections to the lowest order Drell-Yan process.
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The 퐾-factor for the lowest order DY cross-section can be approximated as [18]
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2.3 Backgrounds to the Drell-Yan process
There are several physics processes that may occur in pp collisions that will produce a two
(or more) electron ﬁnal state or fake a DY-like signature in the detector. All such processes
will be considered background. There are a number of background processes to DY, for
example: inclusive jets, 푡푡¯, 푊±푍, 푊±푊±, 푍푍 and 휏+휏− events. Expected LO production
cross sections of these processes are given in [21] and references therein. In order to set the
scale for the DY signal, the cross-section for DY pairs in the invariant mass range between
10 GeV ≤ 푚푒푒 ≤ 110 GeV is about 7.8 nb.
Jets typically produce hadronic showers that leave diﬀerent signatures in the de-
tector than that of electrons. However, hadronic showers may contain electrons, but also
there are substantial amounts of EM energy deposited in the calorimeter that may mimic
electrons. Although the probability of inclusive jets faking at least two electrons is quite
low, the cross-section of inclusive jet production at the LHC is about 70 × 106 nb which
is enormously higher than DY, hence making inclusive jet events a signiﬁcant background
source to the DY. In contrast to the previous experiments, a non-negligible amount of in-
clusive jet events will originate from heavy ﬂavour quarks 푏 and 푐 at the LHC. A hadron
from a heavy quark will decay leptonically about 10% of the time, producing an electron
and another hadron or less frequently even two electrons. Therefore, there will be real
electrons as well as fakes in the inclusive jet events making them the dominant background.
There are ways of identifying fake electrons coming from inclusive jet events. For example,
they generally will leave hadronic signatures in the detector in the form of some energy
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leakage into the hadronic calorimeters. A real electron from an inclusive jet event will not
be isolated like a DY electron as it will have a close-by jet due to the other hadron coming
from the decay of the heavy ﬂavour quark. Hence, these non-isolated background electrons
can also be distinguished from DY electrons.
The pair production of 푡푡¯ quarks is quite large at the LHC and the probability of such
pairs decaying leptonically, 푡푡¯→푊+푊−푏푏¯→ 푒+휈푒푒−휈¯푒푏푏¯, is signiﬁcant to be a background
to the DY process. The LO cross-section at the LHC for 푡푡¯ production is 0.59 nb. The
probability of both 푡 quarks in a pair decaying leptonically is about 1%. Due to the missing
transverse energy (neutrinos) content of these processes, it is sometimes possible to separate
them from the DY processes. It is also possible for 푡푡¯ events to have only one or none of
the 푊 bosons decaying leptonically and still produce a DY-like signature with one or both
of the 푏 quarks decaying leptonically, similarly to the inclusive jet events above.
Di-boson events such as푊±푊±,푊±푍, and 푍푍 decaying leptonically (e.q.푊±푍 →
푒±휈¯푒푒
+푒−) will produce ﬁnal states with two or more electrons faking the DY process. Given
the relatively low cross-section of di-boson production (0.070 nb for 푊±푊±, 0.026 nb for
푊±푍 and 0.011 nb for 푍푍) compared to DY and the low probability (about 1%) of both
bosons decaying leptonically, di-boson events are not expected to contribute signiﬁcantly to
the DY background.
The production of a 휏+휏− pair from a decay of 훾∗/푍 is another DY process with
equal probability to 푒+푒−. Hence the leptonic decay of both taus, 휏+휏− → 푒+휈푒휈¯휏푒−휈¯푒휈휏 ,




The LHC [22] is installed at CERN near Geneva, Switzerland in an existing circular tunnel
that was built for the now completed LEP [23] physics program. ATLAS [24] along with
CMS [25] is one of two general purpose detectors that are built at the LHC.
In this chapter, the design and performance requirements of the LHC machine and
of the ATLAS detector are presented with particular focus on the detector components
most relevant for this work.
3.1 The Large Hadron Collider
The LHC consists of two beam pipes that contain counter circulating proton beams located
in an underground tunnel approximately 27 km in circumference. Super-conducting magnets
with a magnetic ﬁeld of 8.5 Tesla keep the protons in a circular path. Two beams of protons
at 450 GeV will be injected into the LHC rings from the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS)
and accelerated up to 7 TeV each before being brought into head-on collision. Hence, the
LHC will provide proton-proton (pp) collisions at a centre of mass energy of 14 TeV [26]
making the LHC the highest energy accelerator and collider ever built. The schematic
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layout of the LHC is shown in ﬁgure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Schematic layout of the LHC complex [27].
There are three main reasons for using two beams of protons in the collider instead
of antiprotons and protons or electrons and positrons. First, protons are easier to produce
compared to antiprotons whilst still having approximately the same total cross-section for
interacting. Second, there is much less synchrotron radiation loss for protons compared to
electrons of the same energy. Third, hadrons (i.e. composite particles) will provide a broad
spectrum of constituent collisions compared to electrons (i.e. point-like particles) which is
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good for surveying many energies at once, but it makes it diﬃcult to know the exact energy
of the constituent collisions.
As mentioned in section 1.2, the primary purpose of the LHC is to ﬁnd out whether
the Higgs boson exists, and therefore the LHC is designed to provide high enough energy
to produce the Higgs boson over its full theoretically possible mass range. However, the
probability of producing the Higgs boson or any new physics is predicted to be very small.
Therefore, the LHC is also designed to run at a very high luminosity, 퐿 = 1034 cm−2s−1.
The rate of pp interactions at a given luminosity, 퐿, can be calculated from 푅 = 퐿휎 where
휎 is the cross-section of a pp interaction. In order to accomplish such high luminosity,
the protons need to be stacked in bunches very close to each other. The result is a bunch
separation and hence crossing time of 25 ns. Taking into account the probability that
two protons will interact (i.e. total cross-section), this will mean an average of 22 events
occurring per bunch crossing or a signal rate of 7 × 108 Hz at full design luminosity. An
event, in this case, is deﬁned as an inelastic interaction of two protons that produces a
detectable signal in the ATLAS detector. These events can be categorized as hard and
soft interactions. Hard interactions are those high-momentum-transfer physics processes of
interest such as the production of the Higgs or 푍 bosons. Soft interactions are long range
or low-momentum-transfer processes which are also called minimum bias events. A large
fraction of pp collisions at the LHC will be minimum bias events.
Due to the high rate of interactions, the detectors at the LHC are required to be
radiation hard, have very fast and complex read-out electronics systems, and hard inter-
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action events will need to be carefully selected with a sophisticated trigger system. Fast
read-out is crucial to avoid measuring events overlapping from diﬀerent bunch crossings at
the same time. Such overlap is considered as pileup to the physics event of interest. The
pileup due to minimum bias events from the same bunch crossing cannot be avoided. The
eﬀect of pileup whether it is from the same bunch crossing or diﬀerent bunch crossings will
vary depending on the intended physics measurement.
3.2 The ATLAS detector
The ATLAS detector is designed to be capable of withstanding the high radiation environ-
ment produced by the LHC for several years while providing fast read-out and selection of
the interesting physics events. It consists of several subdetectors, as shown in ﬁgure 3.2,
designed to achieve the full physics program envisioned.
3.2.1 Coordinate system
The ATLAS coordinate system is used to describe the direction of particles from the collision
centre as well as the orientation of the detector components. It is a spherical polar coordinate
system with its origin being the interaction point of the proton beams. The positive 푧
direction lies along the beam axis and forms a right handed coordinate system with the
푥-axis pointing towards the center of the LHC ring, and the 푦-axis pointing upwards. The
polar angle, 휃, is measured from the 푧-axis. In practice, the polar angle is expressed in
terms of pseudorapidity, 휂, and is deﬁned as 휂 = − ln (tan 휃2). The use of 휂 simpliﬁes the
calculation of cross-sections and other observables for the case when the hard scatter centre
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Figure 3.2: Geometrical layout of the ATLAS detector. The detector is about 44 m in
length, 25 m in height and weighs 7000 tons. The diﬀerent parts of the detector labeled in
the diagram are described in the text.
of mass moves in the lab frame as is the case for pp collisions at the LHC. The detector
components are segmented in equal 휂 intervals wherever possible as the number of particles
from minimum bias events will approximately be the same per interval. The transverse
components of the physical quantities such as momentum and energy are deﬁned in the 푥-푦
plane transverse to the direction of the proton beams.
3.2.2 Tracking
The inner detector [28] is designed to measure the direction, momentum, and sign of the
electrically charged particles produced in each proton-proton collision. It will provide some
information on the identity of particles as well. The inner detector is composed of a high
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resolution pixel detector and a semiconductor tracker (SCT) surrounding the collision origin,
and a lower resolution transition radiation tracker (TRT) surrounding the SCT. The inner
detector covers the pseudorapidity region ∣휂∣ ≤ 2.5. The set of signals, called hits, left by
a charged particle as it traverses the detectors is called a track. Charged particle tracks
are bent by a 2 Tesla magnetic ﬁeld generated by a super-conducting solenoidal magnet
enclosing the inner detector. Figure 3.3 shows a cut-away view of the inner detector.
Figure 3.3: Geometrical layout of the ATLAS inner detector.
Pixel detector
The pixel detector is the innermost layer of the inner detector. It consists of three concentric
cylindrical barrel layers around the beam axis and three disks perpendicular to the beam
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axis on each endcap side. Barrel layers are located at radii of 5 cm, 9 cm and 12 cm, while
the inner and outer radii of the endcap disks are at 9 cm and 15 cm respectively. The
minimum pixel size is 50 휇m in 푟−휙 and 400 휇m in 푧. With about 80 million channels, the
pixel detector will provide a precise measurement of the momentum of charged particles and
will largely determine the secondary vertices of short-lived particles such as B hadrons. High
granularity of the pixel detector is also essential for pattern recognition in order to identify
each charged track among hundreds of others. The closest pixel layer to the interaction
point, called the vertexing-layer, will have to be replaced after three years of operation at
high luminosity as it will not survive the high radiation. The intrinsic resolution of the
pixel detector is 10 휇m in 푟 − 휙 and 115 휇m in 푧.
Semiconductor tracker
The SCT uses silicon microstrip technology for tracking charged particles. It has four
cylindrical double layers of strips in the barrel and nine disks on each endcap side. In the
barrel, each layer has one set of strips parallel to the beam axis and the other set oﬀset by a
40 mrad angle in order to measure both coordinates. The layers are located at radii 30 cm,
37 cm, 44 cm and 51 cm. In the endcap, each disk has one set of strips arranged radially
and the other at a 40 mrad angle similar to the barrel layers. The inner radius of the disks
is 27 cm, and the outer radius is 56 cm. The intrinsic resolution of the SCT layers is 17 휇m
in 푟 − 휙 and 580 휇m in 푧. The SCT contributes to the precise measurement of momentum
and pattern recognition of hits that belong to a track.
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Transition radiation tracker
The TRT consists of polyimide drift tubes, called straws, each with a 4 mm diameter, that
provide up to 36 charged-track hits for further tracking information in 휙 that can contribute
to the momentum measurement. The TRT covers the pseudorapidity region ∣휂∣ ≤ 2.0 and
has an inner radius of 56 cm and an outer radius of 106 cm. The intrinsic resolution of
the TRT straws is 130 휇m. The straws are interleaved with polypropylene ﬁbers in the
barrel and foils in the endcap that will cause emission of photons when charged particles
cross the TRT. These photons are called transition radiation and have energies in the X-ray
range, about 1 keV. The number of photons emitted is proportional to the Lorentz factor,
훾 = 퐸/푚 where 퐸 is the energy and 푚 is the mass of the charged particle. Therefore, at a
given energy, lighter particles like electrons with higher 훾 values can be distinguished from
those heavier particles such as hadrons with lower 훾 values. The straws are ﬁlled with a
xenon gas mixture in order to detect this transition radiation.
3.2.3 Calorimetry
The calorimetry system surrounds the solenoidal magnet and the inner detector, and cov-
ers the pseudorapidity region ∣휂∣ ≤ 4.9. It measures the energy and the position of both
charged and neutral particles. The ATLAS calorimetry system employs liquid argon (LAr)
sampling calorimetry [29] and scintillating tile calorimetry [30] technologies. A brief discus-
sion of sampling calorimetry as well as a detailed description of interactions of particles with
detector materials can be found in [31]. LAr is used in the calorimeters close to the beam
axis mainly because it has good energy and spatial resolution while it is radiation hard and
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easy to calibrate. The calorimeters are divided into an inner part optimized to measure
electrons referred to as an electromagnetic (EM) calorimeter and outer part optimized to
detect hadrons. All read-out towers of the calorimeters point towards the collision origin.
Figure 3.4 shows a cut-away view of the ATLAS calorimetry system.
Figure 3.4: Geometrical layout of the ATLAS calorimetry system.
Electromagnetic calorimeter
The electromagnetic calorimeters consist of two identical half-barrels with a 6 mm gap,
called the crack, in between that cover ∣휂∣ ≤ 1.475 and two endcaps each of which are made
up of two coaxial, inner and outer, wheels that cover 1.375 ≤ ∣휂∣ ≤ 3.2 and have a 3 mm
gap in between. There is also a small crack at ∣휂 ≈ 1.45∣ in the transition region between
barrel and endcap EM calorimeters that is used to route cables and services from the inner
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detector. The EM calorimeters use lead (Pb) absorbers arranged in a unique accordion
shape that provides excellent hermiticity in 휙 for each section. The read-out electrodes
are also accordion shaped and made of three layers of copper (Cu) separated by insulating
polyimide sheets. They are segmented in three longitudinal layers in depth in the barrel
and outer wheels of the endcaps, and two longitudinal layers in the inner wheels of the
endcaps. The absorbers and electrodes are arranged axially with accordion waves running
radially in the barrel, whereas the arrangement is radial with the waves running parallel to
the beam axis in the endcaps. The folding angles and amplitudes of the accordion waves
are varied when necessary to keep the combined thickness of LAr and absorber, that would
be traversed by particles, constant in 휂 in order to achieve a uniform response.
The EM calorimeters are more than 22 radiation lengths (푋0) thick for the barrel,
the distance over which an incident electron energy is reduced by a factor of 1/푒 due to
bremsstrahlung only, and 24 푋0 in the endcaps. The EM calorimeters are segmented in
three longitudinal layers for ∣휂∣ ≤ 2.5 and are preceded by a presampler, an active layer of
LAr, in the region ∣휂∣ ≤ 1.8 to compensate for the loss of energy of electrons and photons
due to dead material, up to 4 푋0, in front of the EM calorimeters. The presampler has a
granularity of Δ휂×Δ휙 = 0.025× 0.1. The ﬁrst layer, layer-1, of the EM calorimeters has a
granularity of 0.0031× 0.1 where the very small segmentation in 휂 allows for separation of
photons and pions as well as providing a precise position measurement. The second layer,
layer-2, has a granularity of 0.025×0.025, and combined with the ﬁne granularity of layer-1
it provides a very good measurement of the direction of neutral particles such as photons
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that do not leave a track in the inner detector. The third layer, layer-3, has a granularity of
0.05× 0.025. The longitudinal thicknesses of these three layers are about 4 푋0, 16 푋0 and
4 푋0, respectively. Hence, most of the EM energy from electrons or photons is contained
in layer-2.









where 푎 is the sampling term coeﬃcient which depends on the intrinsic ﬂuctuations of the
EM shower and the sampling ﬂuctuations, 푏 is the coeﬃcient of a term proportional to the
electronic noise, and 푐 is the constant term reﬂecting local non-uniformities of the response
of the calorimeter due to the mechanical imperfections of the calorimeter and incomplete
shower containment. The terms are added in quadrature. The expected performance of the
ATLAS EM calorimeters in terms of energy resolution is 10%
√
GeV in the sampling term
coeﬃcient, 200 MeV in the noise coeﬃcient and 0.7% in the constant term. The angular




The hadronic calorimeters are placed behind the EM calorimeters. In the central and
extended barrel regions, ∣휂∣ ≤ 1.7, iron (Fe) absorbers and scintillating plastic tiles are
arranged to point towards the collision centre. In the endcap region, LAr is the active
material instead of scintillating plastic tiles. Cu plate absorbers are used in the region
1.5 ≤ ∣휂∣ ≤ 3.2, while the very forward calorimeters covering the region 3.1 ≤ ∣휂∣ ≤ 4.9
have an EM component with Cu absorbers and hadronic component with tungsten (W)
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absorbers. The longitudinal depth of the hadronic calorimeters is approximately 10 nuclear
interaction lengths (휆) which is suﬃcient enough to contain any high energy jet of hadrons.
3.2.4 Muon spectrometer
The muon spectrometer [32] surrounds all of the other detectors and provides standalone
identiﬁcation and measurement of the momentum of muons speciﬁcally. The information
from the muon spectrometer can be combined with the inner detector to further improve
the precision of the muon momentum measurement. It is the outermost layer of the ATLAS
detector because muons will generally go thorough the other detectors with very low energy
loss. The muon trajectory is deﬂected by a 4 Tesla magnetic ﬁeld provided by air-core
toroidal magnets. The open structure minimizes multiple scattering and hence improves
the muon momentum resolution.
3.2.5 Trigger system
The very high luminosity collisions at the LHC will provide an event rate of approximately
1 GHz at the design luminosity. ATLAS will record about 1.5 megabytes of data per event
on average. This would mean 1.5 petabytes of data would have to be recorded every second
in ATLAS in order to store data from every collision. This is impossible with the current
technology in electronics systems and storage elements. In addition, only a small fraction of
these events would actually contain hard interaction (high momentum transfer) processes
that are of physics interest. Therefore, a three level trigger system is designed for ATLAS
to determine whether an event shall be recorded while reducing the event rate several orders
of magnitude in order to match the capacity of the data acquisition (DAQ) system.
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Figure 3.5: Geometrical layout of the ATLAS muon system.
The ATLAS trigger system is composed of hardware based level-1 (LVL1) and soft-
ware based level-2 (LVL2) and event ﬁlter (EF) triggers. Each successive level of trigger
has progressively more complex algorithms to determine physics signatures of interest and
therefore requires more time, known as latency, to reach a decision. A schematic diagram
of the ATLAS trigger system is presented in ﬁgure 3.6.
The LVL1 trigger only uses information from the calorimeters and muon spectrom-
eter and reduces the data rate from 1 GHz to 75 kHz with a latency of about 2 휇s [33].
For each selected event, the LVL1 trigger also sends information to the Region of Interest
Builder (RoIB) regarding where in the calorimeters and/or the muon spectrometer, the in-
teresting physics object (e.g electron, photon, muon, etc) is identiﬁed so that the LVL2 can
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Figure 3.6: Schematic diagram of the ATLAS trigger system.
make fast decisions using only information from the RoIs rather than looking at all parts
of the calorimeters and the muon spectrometer.
The LVL2 and the EF triggers together are also known as the High Level Trigger
(HLT) [34]. The LVL2 trigger can also make use of the other sub-detectors, the inner
detector for instance, depending on the physics object being identiﬁed. The LVL2 trigger
reduces the data rate from 75 kHz to about 1 kHz with a latency of up to 10 ms.
The ﬁnal selection of an interesting physics event that is to be recorded and used for
subsequent detailed oﬄine analyses is made by the EF. The latency at the EF is about 1 s,
and hence several processors are used in parallel in order to produce a data rate of 100 Hz.
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3.2.6 Observables
The data that will be recorded by the ATLAS detector will not actually be coming directly
from particles of interest such as the Higgs boson but rather from their decay products that
in general will be photons, charged leptons, jets of hadrons and neutrinos. Each of these
particles will interact diﬀerently with various parts of the detector leaving distinct patterns
known as signatures with the exception of neutrinos that are not directly detected. Photons
will deposit almost all of their energy in the EM calorimeters due to EM interactions with
the medium as will electrons. However, electrons also leave tracks in the inner detector
and leave a distinct signature in the TRT as well. Jets of hadrons will reach further into
the detector depositing energy in both EM and hadronic calorimeters. Muons will exit
the entire detector leaving tracks in both the inner detector and the muon spectrometers
whilst depositing very little energy in the calorimeters. The existence of neutrinos in the
ﬁnal state can be deduced from any missing transverse energy as the total momentum of
the ﬁnal state has to be zero. This is known as missing energy or more typically missing
transverse energy because of the possibility of particles to escape down the beam pipe. It is
called energy rather than momentum because it is usually measured with the calorimetry
system.
The ATLAS detector is designed to precisely measure the energy, vector momentum,
and sign of the particle charge for all of the ﬁnal state decay particles suﬃciently well that
the objectives set by the physics program are met.
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Chapter 4
The ATLAS Monte Carlo
Particle physics experiments are conducted in order to test the predictions of theories.
Due to the complex geometry of the particle detectors and hence a lack of an analytical
expression for the detector response and sometimes the theory, Monte Carlo (MC) methods
are used to simulate the theory and detector response. The MC uses the same framework
through which the experimental data are processed so that a direct comparison can be
made. Since the theory is mostly known at the parton level, MC is also used to fragment
partons to leptons and jets containing composite particles (e.g. pions) made of partons.
The theoretical predictions coming from the MC methods are important to set
requirements and speciﬁcations for resolutions etc, when designing a detector and a trigger
system that will recognize the wanted signal. They are also needed in order to study detector
acceptances, to estimate rates, to devise a means for separating a signal like DY from the
background processes and hence to estimate the feasibility of a potential measurement.
Finally, the MC will be used to compare theory directly to experimental data.
In this chapter, a brief overview of the ATLAS MC production chain of a physics
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event is given in three basic stages: generation, simulation, and reconstruction.
4.1 Generation
PYTHIA [35] and HERWIG [36] are multi-purpose event generators at LO that are used to
simulate all stages of a pp collision and output a list of particles from the initial, intermediate
and ﬁnal states of the physics process along with their associated four-momenta.
The generation of an event in a pp collision can be summarized as follows:
• A parton from one proton collides with a parton from the other proton in a so-called
hard subprocess and produces two ﬁnal state partons. Initial state partons may form
a short lived resonance, like 훾∗/푍 in the case of DY, which then decays into fermions.
• Initial state partons may radiate gluons or photons, referred to as initial state radiation
(ISR), before the collision. Gluon radiation is called QCD radiation while photon
radiation is referred to as QED radiation.
• Final state partons may radiate gluons, and partons and charged leptons may radi-
ate photons collectively referred to as ﬁnal state radiation (FSR). In ATLAS, QED
radiation is modeled by PHOTOS [37].
• Final state partons undergo hadronization to form jets of hadrons. The hadrons may
be unstable and hence decay further.
• The remaining partons from each proton now carry net colour due to the colour-charge
taken away by the hard interaction partons and hence also will undergo hadronization,
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and the hadrons produced will decay further if they are unstable. These are called
the underlying event.
• There may be other parton-parton interactions between the remaining partons from
each proton in the pp collision. These are also considered as part of the underlying
event. For HERWIG and HERWIG-based generators, JIMMY [38] normally is used
for underlying event generation in ATLAS.
CTEQ PDFs are chosen as the default for both PYTHIA and HERWIG in ATLAS. A
schematic diagram of a MC event is shown in ﬁgure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of a MC event [39].
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PYTHIA and HERWIG diﬀer mainly in the way the hadronization is modeled.
PYTHIA uses a string model in which a gluon produces a 푞푞¯ pair that are moving apart
from each other with a string attached between them to denote the colour-ﬁeld between
the pair. As the pair move apart, the potential energy in the string increases until reaching
enough energy to break-up and produce a 푞푞¯ pair. The string carries the colour information
from the initial quark (antiquark) to the new antiquark (quark), such that a colour-singlet
hadron can be formed. The process continues until all colour carrying partons form hadrons.
HERWIG describes hadronization with a cluster model in which gluons are split into 푞푞¯ pairs
that are grouped to form colour-singlet clusters that then decay into hadrons.
4.2 Simulation
GEANT [40] is a simulation program used to describe the interactions of the particles from
the event generators with the elements of the ATLAS detector.
Each generated particle is followed as it traverses through the detector in the direc-
tion of its momentum vector and allowed to interact with the matter. In GEANT, the unit
distance traveled by the particle in the detector is called a step. A step is small enough
that only one type of detector material is traversed making it easier to model the inter-
actions between the particle and the material. After each step, a data element called a
hit is recorded that contains information about the type of the detector element traversed,
the position and the energy deposited in that element. The same procedure is also applied
for those particles produced through the interactions of the generated particles with the
detector material, and hits for those particles are recorded as well.
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The hits produced from the detector simulation are digitized in 25 ns bins just as
the real data are collected by the ADCs that digitize the signal every 25 ns. The eﬀects
resulting from the characteristics of the detector and its electronics such as light attenuation
and electronic noise are applied to simulate actual detector response. The digitized outputs
are called Raw Data Objects (RDOs) that are the same format as the real data so that
it can be used in the same reconstruction procedure as data thereby allowing for direct
comparison.
At the high luminosities expected at the LHC, there are multiple events at each
beam crossing. The superposition of multiple signals coming from the same beam crossing
or the beam crossings nearby is called pile-up and the ATLAS simulation has an additional
processing stage besides GEANT to add pile-up eﬀects to the event being simulated.
4.3 Reconstruction
The RDOs are fed into the reconstruction software that builds higher level objects for
ﬁnal analysis. In ATLAS, the output of the reconstruction has two main types: the Event
Summary Data (ESD) and Analysis Object Data (AOD).
The reconstruction stage includes several algorithms some of which are for sub-
detector speciﬁc reconstruction like tracks in the inner detector and some combine informa-
tion from various detector components for optimum information such as the four-momentum
of a particle. The ESD contains all detector speciﬁc and combined reconstruction data such
as calorimeter cell energies and positions, clusters of cells, tracks, calibration and initial
particle identiﬁcation (e.g. EM object). The AOD contains only a small sub-set of the ESD
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data in the form of analysis objects such as electrons, photons, muons, jets and missing
transverse energy. Final analyses are to be done on the AOD, since the ESD is of too large
a size to be distributed to all physicists. However, the ESD is a key component of the
fast re-reconstruction of data and reproduction of the AOD without having to go back to
the RDO that will be necessary in the case, for example, of applying new calibration or
corrections to the data.
In addition to the detailed MC simulation described above, there is a fast simulation
program, designed for ATLAS, known as ATLFAST [41]. This program takes input from
event generators, applies calorimeter and tracking resolutions known from full simulation
studies and outputs reconstructed physics objects. Essentially, ATLFAST combines simula-
tion and reconstruction steps, saving on processing time at the expense of the ﬁne-detailed
geometry and response available from the full MC.
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Chapter 5
Analysis method and event
selection
Particles produced in the physics processes of interest are identiﬁed and measured through
the characteristics of the signatures they leave in the detector due to interactions with the
medium traversed.
In this chapter, simulated data samples used in this work are described, followed by
a detailed explanation of the reconstruction and identiﬁcation of an electron signature in
the detector. Then, eﬃcient electron pair selection criteria that will distinguish Drell-Yan
electrons from other background electrons are developed. Finally, inclusive jet background,
which is the dominant background, is estimated and reduced.
5.1 Data samples
All data samples used in this work are based on the detailed simulation of the ATLAS
detector response to the physics processes studied. Table 5.1 lists the data samples in
this dissertation including their cross-sections, and number of events simulated. The data
samples are scaled to correspond to an assumed integrated luminosity of 100 pb−1 for the
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rest of this dissertation unless stated otherwise.
Data sample 휎 [pb] 휖ﬁlter 푁event ℒ [pb−1]
Signal, 훾∗/푍 → 푒+푒− 3.53× 105 0.0102 227666 63
Inclusive jets 7.0× 1010 0.0584 2478450 6.1× 10−4
푡푡¯ 8.34× 102 0.553 573700 1245
푍 → 휏+휏− 1.64× 103 0.15 49500 201
푊+푊− → 푒+휈푒푒−휈¯푒 1.275 1.0 20000 1.6× 104
푍푍 → 푙+푙−푙+푙− 14.8 1.0 48000 3.2× 104
푊+푍 → 푙+휈푙푙+푙− 29.4 1.0 49950 1.7× 104
푍 → 푒+푒− 1.67× 103 0.846 346450 245
훶 → 푒+푒− 1.68× 105 0.327 143000 2.6
퐽/휓 → 푒+푒− 5.37× 106 0.027 285000 2.0
Table 5.1: Simulated Drell-Yan signal and background data samples. The 푍, 훶 and 퐽/휓
samples used for eﬃciency calculations that are presented in chapter 6 are also listed. The
cross-sections for di-boson and 푡푡¯ samples are calculated to NLO while the rest are given in
LO. Descriptions of the ﬁlters are provided in the text.
The Drell-Yan signal sample is generated with PYTHIA in the parton pair invariant
mass range 1 GeV <
√
푠ˆ < 60 GeV. It takes approximately 15 minutes to produce a physics
event through the ATLAS Monte Carlo chain. Much of the processing time is spent at the
simulation step. Therefore, in order to save processing time and to minimize the statistical
uncertainties, the signal events are pre-ﬁltered at the generation level to select and simulate
only those events with electrons in the kinematic range that correspond to electrons that
can be measured taking into account the limitations of the ATLAS detector. This will be
explained in more detail in the next sections. In this case, events with electrons of transverse
momentum, 푝T, greater than 3 GeV in the pseudorapidity range ∣휂∣ < 2.7 are selected.
The inclusive jet sample is also generated with PYTHIA. The events are pre-ﬁltered
to select events with at least one jet of transverse energy, 퐸T, greater than 6 GeV within a
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narrow window of Δ휂 ×Δ휙 = 0.06 × 0.06 in the range ∣휂∣ < 2.7. Such a jet is considered
more likely to fake an electron signature in the detector.
The 푡푡¯ sample is generated using MC@NLO [42], a HERWIG based generator at
NLO. Only the events with at least one lepton are simulated. Therefore, those 푡푡¯ events
in which both 푊 bosons decay hadronically are excluded as the likelihood of such a fully
hadronic ﬁnal state faking two electrons is negligibly small.
Di-boson samples are generated with MC@NLO as well. The푊+푍 and 푍푍 samples
are inclusive of all possible leptonic decays of 푊 and 푍 bosons. The 푊+푊− events only
contain decays to electrons. Di-boson events are not pre-ﬁltered as their cross-sections are
relatively small, and hence samples with reasonable numbers of events could be produced.
The Drell-Yan resonances (푍, 훶 and 퐽/휓) studied for the signal selection eﬃciency
calculations shall be discussed in detail in chapter 6. They are generated with PYTHIA.
The 훶 and 퐽/휓 events are pre-ﬁltered to require both electrons to have 푝T > 3 GeV and to
be in the range ∣휂∣ < 2.7. Only one of the electrons is required to have 푝T > 10 GeV and
∣휂∣ < 2.7 for the 푍 sample. The 푍 boson sample is generated for invariant masses √푠ˆ >
60 GeV.
5.2 Electron reconstruction
The ATLAS detector uses two of its components, namely the inner detector and calorimetry,
to detect and measure electrons through their interactions with the detector elements [43].
Figure 5.1 shows a schematic view of a typical electron signature in the ATLAS detector.
An electron coming from the interaction point ﬁrst goes through the inner detector.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic view of an electron signature in the ATLAS detector.
As the electron traverses the pixel detector and the SCT, like all charged particles it will
produce electron-hole pairs in the silicon in the pixel detector and the SCT. In the case of
the TRT, the electron and its transition radiation will ionize the gas. With the help of an
electric ﬁeld and electronics, currents induced by the liberated electrons in the silicon-based
detectors and by the ionization electrons in the TRT are collected and read-out. Each
small read-out component (e.g. a pixel), that has some charge in it, is said to be hit by
the charged particle passing through. Following these hits from the interaction point out
and connecting them together, the electron track can be reconstructed. The track will be
curved due to the magnetic ﬁeld generated by the solenoidal magnet system. A negatively
charged track will curve towards the positive 휙 direction while a positively charged track
will curve in the opposite direction. The radius of curvature will be inversely proportional
to the magnitude of the electron momentum. Therefore, the measurement of momentum
will be less precise, as the transverse momentum increases and the radius of curvature
gets larger (i.e. straighter). In order to distinguish the pattern of the hits caused by the
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electron from the tracks of all the other charged particles in the same event and from the
minimum-bias pileup events, the ATLAS track reconstruction software makes use of all
three sub-components of the inner detector whenever possible. The tracking algorithm also
takes into account the possibility of a change of curvature as the electron may radiate a
bremsstrahlung photon. Bremsstrahlung is more likely in the endcap region of the detector
as the amount of detector material increases. Hence, it is more challenging to reconstruct
an electron track in the endcap region.
The electron will next enter the electromagnetic calorimeter. The electron, depend-
ing on its energy, will undergo a series of interactions such as bremsstrahlung, ionization
and excitation [31] within the calorimeter and hence lose energy. For DY electrons at the
LHC, the most likely energy loss mechanism will be through bremsstrahlung radiation.
The radiated photon depending on its energy will also have a series of interactions with
the calorimeter medium including pair production, photoelectric eﬀect and Compton scat-
tering. The most likely interaction for a high energy photon is the pair production to an
electron-positron pair. Consequently, the electron loses all of its energy via interactions
with the calorimeter and a cascade of particles is produced through a succession of these
interaction mechanisms. Each particle in the cascade will in turn go through similar inter-
actions producing additional particles. All of these particles originated by the electron and
by the particles that the electron has produced are referred to as an electromagnetic shower.
All the particles in the EM shower will eventually lose all their energy in the calorimeter
and the shower will stop. The calorimeter samples and collects the ionization current pro-
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duced by the EM shower particles. The amount of ionization is directly proportional to
the energy of the incident electron. Hence, in contrast to the inner detector, the electron
energy is measured more precisely as the energy increases. The smallest read-out unit in the
calorimeter is called a cell. As described in section 3.2.3, the ATLAS EM calorimeter has
three longitudinal layers in the region ∣휂∣ < 2.5 and a presampler at ∣휂∣ ≤ 1.8 with diﬀerent
granularity, in other words with various cell sizes. In layer-2 which is the thickest layer and
hence contains most of the EM shower, the size of a cell is Δ휂 × Δ휙 = 0.025 × 0.025 or
approximately 4 cm× 4 cm. In order to measure the electron energy, energies deposited in
cells along the EM shower direction by the shower particles are summed. The collection of
cells used to determine the electron energy is called an EM cluster. The default clustering
algorithm at ATLAS that determines which cells belong to the same EM cluster uses a
technique called a sliding window. In this technique, ﬁrst a ﬁxed size window is chosen.
The window size is equivalent to 3× 7 layer-2 cells in the 휂 − 휙 plane for the barrel region
of the EM calorimeter and 5 × 5 layer-2 cells in the endcap region. This window is then
moved in each 휂 and 휙 direction, and energies of cells from all EM calorimeter layers and
the presampler inside the window are summed at every step until a local maximum is found.
If the cluster 퐸T is greater than 3 GeV, the cluster is kept and the algorithm moves on to
ﬁnd other EM clusters if any. These clusters are then corrected for the eﬀects such as the
potential unsampled energy loss in the inner detector, lateral energy leakage due to ﬁxed
window size and possible energy leakage into the hadronic calorimeters for very high energy
electrons.
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An EM shower in the calorimeter can be initiated either by an electron or a photon.
There are slight diﬀerences between a shower originating from an electron and a shower from
a photon, mostly due to the diﬀerence between bremsstrahlung and pair production in that
a photon on average will traverse a bit more than a radiation length of calorimeter medium
before pair-producing electrons, while an electron will start radiating photons immediately
upon interacting with the medium. However, this diﬀerence is quite small and is not
enough to clearly distinguish an electron from a photon. Therefore, information from the
inner detector has to be combined with the calorimeter information to accurately identify
and measure electrons, since photons are charge neutral particles and do not leave traces in
the inner detector. For an EM cluster to be considered as originating from an electron, a
matching inner detector track must be found within a window of size Δ휂×Δ휙 = 0.05× 0.1
and with the ratio, 퐸/푝, of the cluster energy and the track momentum less than 10. When
there are multiple matching tracks, the one with 퐸/푝 closest the unity is chosen. Once the
matching is done, the EM cluster and the associated track are considered as an electron.
The charge and direction of the electron are considered the same as the track since the inner
detector has better position resolution than the calorimeter. The energy of the electron will
be that of the EM cluster as the calorimeter energy resolution is better than the inner
detector.
5.3 Electron identiﬁcation
A reconstructed electron candidate with a cluster of energy in the EM calorimeter and an
associated track from the inner detector may not actually be an electron as there are other
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charged particles like muons and hadrons that will leave tracks in the inner detector and
deposit energy in the EM calorimeter. Even if the electron candidate is a real electron, it
may be a decay product of a particle like a heavy ﬂavour hadron and hence may not be an
electron of interest. For example, a DY electron will be a decay product of a virtual photon
or a 푍 boson and will be isolated such that there will not be a signiﬁcant amount of energy
deposit close-by due to an associated jet. Therefore further inspection of the characteristics
of the electron candidate is necessary in order to determine the likelihood of it being a real
isolated electron coming directly from the interaction point.
The ATLAS standard electron identiﬁcation consists of three main sets of identiﬁ-
cation criteria based on properties of the EM shower, the track and the matching between
the two. These identiﬁcation categories are called loose, medium and tight respectively.
The quantities used in the ATLAS standard electron identiﬁcation are deﬁned as follows:
ClusterEtaRange is the 휂 position of the EM cluster calculated using layer-2 of the EM
calorimeter. This selection ensures that the EM cluster is within the 휂 range of the
tracking system.
ClusterHadronicLeakage is the ratio of the transverse energy deposited in the ﬁrst layer
of the hadronic calorimeters to the transverse energy of the EM cluster. A DY electron
will deposit all its energy in the EM calorimeter without leakage into the hadronic
calorimeters, so this ratio should be close to zero for the Drell-Yan electrons.
ClusterMiddleEnergy is the energy deposited in the middle, layer-2, of the EM calorime-
ter in an area of 7× 7 cells in 휂 − 휙 plane.
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ClusterMiddleEratio37 is the ratio of the energy deposited in an area of 3 × 7 cells to
the energy deposited in a 7 × 7 cell area in the EM calorimeter layer-2. The ratio
should be very close to unity for a DY electron since typically 95% of an EM shower
is contained in a cylindrical area with a diameter of 3 EM layer-2 cells.
ClusterMiddleWidth is the energy weighted lateral size of the EM shower in layer-2. An
EM shower will generally be much narrower than a hadronic shower.
ClusterStripsDeltaEmax2 is the ratio of the second largest energy deposit in the 휂
direction in layer-1 of the EM calorimeter to the 퐸T of the EM cluster.
ClusterStripsDeltaE is the diﬀerence between the second largest energy deposit in the 휂
direction in layer-1 and the minimal energy deposit between the largest and the second
largest energy deposited cells in the 휂 direction in layer-1. Along with the previous
variable, this quantity is used to identify those electron fakes due to jets with one or
more neutral pions decaying into photons. Showers produced by such jets often will
have multiple maxima, and the very ﬁne granularity of the EM calorimeter layer-1
allows for detection of multiple maxima and hence the possibility of separating this
kind of fake from real electrons.
ClusterStripsWtot is the energy weighted lateral shower size determined in layer-1. The
very small size of layer-1 cells in 휂 allows for precise determination of the lateral size.
A shower with smaller lateral size is more likely to be an EM shower rather than a
hadronic shower.
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ClusterStripsFracm is the ratio of the diﬀerence between the energy deposited in seven
and three layer-1 cells to the energy deposited in three layer-1 cells in the 휂 direction
at the shower core.
ClusterStripsWeta1c is the energy weighted lateral shower size determined using only
three layer-1 cells in the 휂 direction at the shower core.
ClusterIsolation is the ratio of energy deposited around the EM cluster in an annular
cone of half opening angle Δ푅 =
√
Δ휂2 +Δ휙2 = 0.2 to the energy of the EM cluster.
The ratio should be very close to zero for a real electron.
TrackBlayer is the number of hits in the ﬁrst layer, also called b-layer, of the pixel detector.
An electron should leave at least one hit in this layer to ensure it comes directly from
the interaction point.
TrackPixel is the number of hits in all layers of the pixel detector. A real electron should
have at least one hit in the pixel detector.
TrackSi is the total number of hits in the pixel detector and the SCT. There should be at
least nine hits for an electron.
TrackA0 is the transverse distance to the interaction point. It is also called the transverse
impact parameter. The impact parameter for those background electrons that are
decay products of heavy ﬂavour hadrons should be bigger than DY electrons as these
background electrons are not coming directly from the interaction point.
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TrackMatchEta is the diﬀerence between the cluster 휂 position calculated using the EM
calorimeter layer-1 cells and the track 휂 position extrapolated to layer-1.
TrackMatchPhi is the diﬀerence between the cluster 휙 position calculated using the EM
calorimeter layer-2 cells and the track 휙 position extrapolated to layer-2.
TrackMatchEoverP is the ratio of the cluster energy to the track momentum. It should
be close to unity for a real electron as the electron mass is negligibly small compared
to its energy at the LHC.
TrackTRThits is the total number of hits left in the TRT by the electron candidate.
TrackTRTratio is the ratio of the high threshold hits to the total number of hits in the
TRT. The ratio should be bigger for an electron compared to a heavier particle as the
number of transition radiation photons emitted is inversely proportional to the mass
of charged particle passing through the TRT.
For each variable a threshold value or a threshold window between a minimum and a max-
imum value is determined. Then, for a given identiﬁcation variable, the electron candidate
is required to have a value above or below the threshold or in the threshold window. Elec-
tron candidates without the desired identiﬁcation values are not selected and are said to be
cut. Therefore, threshold values are often referred to as cut values and groups of selections
are referred to as cuts. The ATLAS standard identiﬁcation is optimized (i.e. cut values
are determined) in several bins of the electron candidate 퐸T and 휂 taking into account
variations of the ATLAS detector response in diﬀerent regions especially due to the change
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in the amount of dead material in front of the EM calorimeter. MC simulated samples of
single electrons and electrons from the 푍 → 푒+푒− process for the signal, and MC simulated
sample of inclusive jets for the background are used for this optimization.
The loose identiﬁcation combines ClusterEtaRange, ClusterHadronicLeakage,
ClusterMiddleEnergy, ClusterMiddleEratio37 and ClusterMiddleWidth quality variables.
The medium identiﬁcation requires, in addition to the loose identiﬁcation, ClusterStrips-
DeltaE, ClusterStripsWtot, ClusterStripsFracm, ClusterStripsWeta1c, TrackPixel, TrackSi
and TrackA0 selections. The tight identiﬁcation requires all of the standard selection crite-
ria. The identiﬁcation category is optimized to a certain target eﬃciency for identifying real
electrons and jet rejection based on requirements from various intended physics measure-
ments. The loose identiﬁcation is highly eﬃcient in selecting real electrons at the expense
of a low background rejection. The tight selection, on the other hand, is about 64% eﬃcient
in identifying isolated electrons with 퐸T in the range 10 GeV - 40 GeV, but provides a jet
rejection of the order of 105.
For Drell-Yan electrons, distributions of all identiﬁcation variables in the tight selec-
tion are studied to determine the discrimination power of each variable against the inclusive







where 푆푖 is the number of all DY signal electrons in a bin 푖, and 퐵푖 is the number of
all inclusive jet background electrons in the same bin 푖. Table 5.2 lists the identiﬁcation
variables based on their rank in discriminating DY signal electrons against the inclusive jet
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background. Only those electron candidates with 퐸T > 6 GeV and ∣휂∣ < 2.5 excluding the
crack region, 1.37 < ∣휂∣ < 1.52, between barrel and endcap EM calorimeters, are considered
in this estimate. Not surprisingly, ClusterIsolation is the most discriminant identiﬁcation





















Table 5.2: Ranking of the ATLAS standard electron identiﬁcation variables based on their
discrimination against the inclusive jet background.
variable. It identiﬁes those jets faking electrons since jets generally will deposit energy in
a much bigger area both laterally and longitudinally than a real electron. ClusterIsolation
also identiﬁes those non-isolated background electrons that are decay products of heavy
ﬂavour hadrons since these electrons will have a near-by energy deposit from the associated
jet. Figure 5.2 shows distributions of the six standard electron identiﬁcation variables with
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the largest discrimination power for signal and background electrons.
ClusterIsolation



























































































Figure 5.2: Distributions of the six standard electron identiﬁcation variables with the largest
discrimination power. Both signal and background distributions for each variable are nor-
malized to unity.
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5.4 Di-electron selection criteria
The measurement of the Drell-Yan spectrum using 푒+푒− pairs starts online at the trigger
level. At ATLAS, several triggers are designed to select those events with at least one or
more electron candidates. Such triggers are essential in quickly identifying and recording
well understood SM processes such as the production of 퐽/휓 and 훶 mesons and the 푍 boson
that are used to understand the performance of and to calibrate the ATLAS detector in
preparation for searching for the unknown (i.e. new physics).
Drell-Yan like events will initially be selected using a low threshold di-electron trig-
ger, called 2e5, that identiﬁes events with at least two electron candidates, each of which
has 퐸T > 5 GeV. After the trigger selection, a series of oﬄine selection criteria are required
to identify eﬃciently Drell-Yan electron pairs while reducing all potential background. The
ﬁrst of these selection criteria requires each electron candidate to be within the tracking
range, ∣휂∣ < 2.5 of the detector excluding the transition region, 1.37 < ∣휂∣ < 1.52, between
the barrel and endcap EM calorimeters. The transition region is excluded at the early stages
of the LHC operation as it will take some time to understand and calibrate particles going
through this part of the detector. Each electron candidate also must have 퐸T > 8 GeV. The
reason for requiring a higher 퐸T threshold than the trigger is to exclude electrons in the
so-called trigger turn-on region. The trigger uses a cluster of read-out towers with reduced
granularity, Δ휂 ×Δ휙 = 0.1× 0.1, to measure the energy of electron candidates in order to
make a quick decision on whether to record the event, and the 퐸T resolution of electrons
as seen by the trigger is worse than the 퐸T measured oﬄine using the full granularity of
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the calorimeter. Therefore, the trigger eﬃciency for identifying electron candidates with a
certain 퐸T threshold decreases dramatically when close to the trigger threshold, and conse-
quently it will take longer to understand and measure the eﬃciency in this region near the
threshold. Each electron is also required to satisfy the standard tight identiﬁcation criteria.
The tight selection is essential in eliminating most of the inclusive jet background from fake
electrons or from secondary electrons coming from decays of heavy ﬂavour hadrons. A DY
event is then required to have exactly two such electrons that are oppositely charged. This
requirement especially eliminates those background events with more than two electrons.
In addition, a DY event must not have a signiﬁcant amount of missing transverse energy,
퐸missT < 25 GeV, as it should not have any undetected particles like neutrinos. The value
25 GeV is about three times the 퐸missT resolution of the ATLAS detector and nearly all
Drell-Yan events have 퐸missT less than this amount. Finally, the invariant mass, 푚푒푒, of the
DY electron pair is required to be within the range, 10 GeV < 푚푒푒 < 60 GeV, of interest.
The eﬀect of each selection criterion on signal and background events is listed on table 5.3.
Selection Signal 휏+휏− Di-boson 푡푡¯ Inclusive jets
Trigger 29302 ± 215 291 ± 12 1401 ± 8 1824 ± 12 107 ± 106
Exclude crack 27977 ± 210 272 ± 12 1341 ± 8 1814 ± 12 107 ± 106
퐸T > 8 GeV 15685 ± 157 245 ± 11 1307 ± 8 1684 ± 12 106 ± 106
Tight identiﬁcation 9138 ± 120 85 ± 7 643 ± 5 419 ± 6 0 ± 0
퐸missT < 25 GeV 9075 ± 120 64 ± 6 288 ± 3 39 ± 2
10 < 푚푒푒 < 60 GeV 8061 ± 113 48 ± 5 14 ± 1 12 ± 1
Table 5.3: Drell-Yan signal and background event rates after each selection for 100 pb−1
LHC data. Due to lack of enough simulated data, the inclusive jet background is estimated
with an alternative method based on single electrons described in section 5.5.
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Although there are over two million simulated inclusive jet events, the corresponding
integrated luminosity is very small due to their high cross-section and is 105 times less
than the simulated signal sample. Therefore, a Drell-Yan like di-electron selection analysis
as listed in table 5.3 yields a result that is statistically not reliable. In order to have a
reasonable number of events for such an analysis, about a billion inclusive jet events need
to be simulated. Simulation of such a large sample would take a long time and is not feasible.
Consequently, an alternative method is used to estimate this background from the available
number of events as explained in section 5.5. The three other types of background are very
small accounting combined for less than 1% of all selected events with the 휏+휏−background
being the dominant one.
5.5 QCD background estimation
The number of inclusive jet events containing a pair of oppositely charged electrons passing
the selection criteria listed in table 5.3 is found to be compatible with zero, but this may
be an artifact of an inadequate number of simulated inclusive jet events. An alternative
method of estimation based on single electrons is developed. The principle of this method
is to determine the probability of ﬁnding a good (i.e. satisfying the desired criteria) pair
of oppositely charged electrons per event given the probability of ﬁnding a single good
electron which can be calculated from the available simulated inclusive jet sample. In
addition to the estimation of the amount of inclusive jet background which will be referred
to as normalization from here on, the shape of the background distribution is of importance
and is determined as well.
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In order to estimate the normalization, the jet background electrons are considered
in two main categories: electrons faked by jets and non-isolated real electrons coming from
heavy hadron decays. Real electrons and fakes need to be treated separately as their
signatures in the detector have diﬀerent characteristics, and hence the eﬃciency of the
selection criteria rejecting them diﬀers. Figure 5.3 illustrates typical signatures that jets
will leave in the detector. The background coming from jets originating from light ﬂavour
Figure 5.3: Schematic view of typical signatures of jets in the ATLAS detector.
partons (푢, 푑 and 푠 quarks, and gluons) is mostly due to fake electrons whereas jets from
heavy ﬂavour partons (푏 and 푐 quarks) are more likely to produce real non-isolated electrons
than to fake electrons [44]. For this reason, the inclusive jet sample is separated into light
and heavy events [45]. A heavy event means it must contain at least one jet originating from
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a heavy ﬂavour parton of 푝T > 2 GeV within ∣휂∣ < 3.5 that has some chance of producing a
non-isolated real electron. If an event is not heavy then it considered as light. Analytically,
it can be formulated as
푁T = 푁T (푓l + 푓h) (5.2)
where 푁T is the total number of inclusive jet events, 푓l is the fraction of light events, and
푓h is the fraction of heavy events. The total probability of a good background electron pair
with opposite charges is, then, deﬁned as
푃T = (푓l푃l + 푓h푃h) /2 (5.3)
where 푃l and 푃h are the probabilities of a good pair from a light and heavy event, respec-
tively. The occurrence of a jet faking an electron is random and, hence, follows the Poisson
distribution. The probability of a good pair in a light event can be calculated with




where 휆l is the average number of fake electrons in a light event. On the other hand, a heavy
event, assuming two hadrons originating from heavy partons, may produce three diﬀerent
types of a good pair where both electrons may be real electrons or one may be real while






푒 + 2퐵푒휖푒(1−퐵푒)푃 (1, 휆h) + (1−퐵푒)2푃 (2, 휆h) (5.5)
where 퐵푒 is the eﬀective branching ratio, probability, for a heavy hadron decaying into an
electron and another hadron, and 휖푒 is the eﬃciency of accepting those non-isolated real
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electrons. In other words, 휖푒 is the fraction of the time those real background electrons that
pass the selection criteria. The quantity 휆h is the average number of fake electrons in a
heavy event, and it should approximately be the same as 휆l.
Equation 5.5 is written for the simple case of a heavy event with two heavy ﬂavour
hadrons. However, heavy events are more complicated. There are processes where a heavy
event may end up having one, three or four heavy ﬂavour hadrons as well. For example,
originally a parton-parton interaction may produce a heavy quark and a gluon. The gluon
may pair produce two more heavy quarks resulting in three heavy quarks which will then
turn into three heavy hadrons. There may be two gluons from the ﬁnal state of a parton-
parton interaction and both gluons may pair produce heavy quarks turning into four heavy
hadrons in the heavy event. There may also be a small number of simple scattering processes
of heavy and light quarks causing one heavy and one light hadron in the event. Finally, a
heavy hadron may cause production of multiple real electrons through either a direct decay
into two electrons such as from an 훶 meson or indirectly where the heavy hadron decays
into one electron and another heavy hadron which also may decay leptonically resulting in
more than one electron from such a cascade. Taking all these possibilities into account,







푒 + 2푓c퐵푒휖푒(1−퐵푒)푃 (1, 휆h) + (1−퐵푒)2푃 (2, 휆h)
]
(5.6)
where 푓c is the eﬀective factor of correlation to include the possibility for a heavy hadron
causing production of multiple real electrons, and 푓g is the eﬀective gluon splitting factor
that includes the possibility of the number of heavy hadrons per event being diﬀerent than
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where 푁pair is the total number of pairs of real electrons coming from heavy hadron decays,
and 푁hpart is the total number of heavy hadrons. 푃single is the probability of a real electron
coming from a heavy hadron decay.
For the validation of this method, much looser selection criteria than those in ta-
ble 5.3 are deﬁned so that comparison of the results of this method with the DY-like
di-electron selection method is possible with the existing size of the simulated inclusive jet
sample. All electron candidates satisfying the standard loose identiﬁcation criteria with 퐸T
> 6 GeV and ∣휂∣ < 2.5 excluding the crack region are considered. The oﬄine 퐸T threshold
of 6 GeV is chosen to be the lowest feasible given the generator ﬁlter already applied to this
inclusive jet sample is 6 GeV. In order to calculate all of the parameters in equations 5.4
and 5.6 and hence the probability of ﬁnding a pair of loose electrons of 퐸T > 6 GeV and
∣휂∣ < 2.5 excluding the crack region in a inclusive jet event, two histograms are produced as
shown in ﬁgure 5.4. The upper plot presents the number of events falling into each category
of event classiﬁcation except for the right most bin which shows the total number of heavy
hadrons, labeled as nheavy, in all events. The lower plot shows the number of background
electrons passing the loose selection criteria. Event classiﬁcation is done using the theoreti-
cal information from the generation level of the ATLAS MC chain. The description of each
horizontal bin label is as follows:
total is the number of all inclusive jet events.
























































Figure 5.4: Classiﬁcation of inclusive jet events in the upper plot and background electrons
in the lower plot. The sample corresponds to 6.1 × 10−4 pb−1 of LHC data. Detailed
description of each plot is provided in the text.
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light is the number of light inclusive jet events.
heavy is the number of heavy inclusive jet events.
he is the number of heavy events where one heavy hadron decayed leptonically producing
at least one real electron per event.
hee is the number of heavy events where two heavy hadrons decayed leptonically each
producing at least one real electron per event.
heee is the number of heavy events where three heavy hadrons decayed leptonically each
producing at least one real electron per event.
heeee is the number of heavy events where four heavy hadrons decayed leptonically each
producing at least one real electron per event.
he6 is the number of heavy events where there is one real electron of 퐸T > 6− 3×휎퐸 GeV
and ∣휂∣ < 2.5+ 3휎휂 excluding the crack region per event coming from a heavy hadron
decay that is likely to be reconstructed and pass the selection criteria. The 휎퐸 and
휎휂 are the calorimeter energy and 휂 position resolutions, respectively, as given in
section 3.2.3.
he6e6 is the number of heavy events with two real electrons likely to be reconstructed and
identiﬁed per event coming from heavy hadron decays.
he6e6e6 is the number of heavy events with three real electrons likely to be reconstructed
and identiﬁed per event coming from heavy hadron decays.
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where the bin labels from ﬁgure 5.4 are included in brackets. 푁ele, 푁evt and 푁prt are
the number of electrons, events and particles respectively. Note that 휆l is similar to 휆h
as expected. Consequently, the probability of ﬁnding a pair of oppositely charged loose
electrons of 퐸T > 6 GeV and ∣휂∣ < 2.5 excluding the crack region in an inclusive jet event is
found to be 푃T = (2.00±0.02)×10−4. The uncertainty on the total probability is calculated
using the error propagation theory and the error matrix method [46].
The next step is to estimate the shape of the background distribution. Figure 5.5
shows a comparison between the invariant mass distribution of all possible pairs of back-
ground electrons with 퐸T > 6 GeV and ∣휂∣ < 2.5 excluding the crack region in the dashed-
lined histogram which will be referred to as the base distribution and those also passing
the loose identiﬁcation criteria in the solid-lined histogram. The change in shape is due
to the change in the eﬃciency of loose identiﬁcation in rejecting background electrons as
the 퐸T of the electron candidates changes. Figure 5.6 shows the fraction of inclusive jet
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Figure 5.5: Change in shape of the inclusive jet background distribution after applying
loose identiﬁcation criteria. Both histograms are normalized to unity.
background electrons passing the loose identiﬁcation as a function of the 퐸T of the electron
candidate. At low 퐸T, the rejection power of the loose identiﬁcation decreases. This change
in eﬃciency can be parametrized and used to re-weight the base invariant mass distribution
of all background electrons with 퐸T > 6 GeV and ∣휂∣ < 2.5 excluding the crack region to
predict the shape of the distribution after the loose identiﬁcation is applied. That is, for the
invariant mass of each pair from the base distribution, to assign a weight that is the product
of the weights for each electron candidate of the pair, obtained from ﬁgure 5.6 based on
their 퐸T, to estimate the shape of the distribution after the loose identiﬁcation is applied.
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Figure 5.6: Fraction of inclusive jet background electrons passing loose identiﬁcation as a
function of electron 퐸T.
where 푝0 and 푝1 are parameters determined with a 휒
2 minimization, and the best values
are shown on the plot.
With the normalization determined earlier and prediction of the shape described
above, the invariant mass distribution of inclusive jet background electrons of 퐸T > 6 GeV
and ∣휂∣ < 2.5 excluding the crack region and passing the loose identiﬁcation is estimated
and compared to the direct method of Drell-Yan like di-electron selection on ﬁgure 5.7.
Though the method using single electrons seems to slightly overestimate the normalization
of the background, this is not a concern as it provides a conservative estimate of likely the
dominant background to Drell-Yan.
The method therefore can be repeated to estimate the inclusive jet background after
the tight selection listed on table 5.3 for which the DY like di-electron selection does not
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Figure 5.7: Validation of the inclusive jet background estimation method. The solid-lined
histogram is obtained with a DY like di-electron selection, while the dashed-lined histogram
is the estimation using single electrons.
lead to a reliable result due to the small size of the inclusive jet sample. Consequently,
the probability of ﬁnding a pair of inclusive jet background electrons passing the selection
criteria listed on table 5.3 is found to be 푃T = (8.35± 0.63)× 10−8. Figure 5.8 presents the
invariant mass distributions of Drell-Yan signal and all background electron pairs includ-
ing an estimate of the inclusive jet background. The solid-lined distribution is the sum of
DY signal and all background species and illustrates what will be measured with the LHC
data. The inclusive jet background constitutes about three quarters of the measured spec-
trum. The ATLAS standard tight identiﬁcation is obviously not enough to select the DY
signal suﬃciently pure of the background in this low invariant mass region. The standard
tight selection needs to be optimized and/or expanded with more identiﬁcation variables to
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Figure 5.8: Invariant mass distributions of Drell-Yan signal and background events passing
the tight selection listed on table 5.3 for 100 pb−1 of LHC data. The solid-lined distribution
represents the sum of the signal and all background species.
eﬃciently reject the inclusive jet background in this region.
5.6 Reduction of the QCD background
Reduction of the inclusive jet background requires understanding its composition and char-
acteristics. Given the event classiﬁcation described in the previous section, ﬁgure 5.9 shows
the composition of inclusive jet background electrons with 퐸T > 8 GeV and ∣휂∣ < 2.5 ex-
cluding the crack region that pass the ATLAS standard tight selection. One ﬁfth of these
background electrons are from light ﬂavour events while the remainder are from heavy
ﬂavour events. About 88% of those electrons from the heavy ﬂavour events are real non-
isolated electrons. In general, approximately 70% of the background electrons are real




























Figure 5.9: Classiﬁcation of inclusive jet background electrons passing the tight identiﬁca-
tion. The sample corresponds to 6.1× 10−4 pb−1 of LHC data.
non-isolated electrons while 30% are fakes neglecting a small fraction of real electrons com-
ing from light hadron decays such as 휋0 and from photons pair-producing due to interactions
with the inner detector material. This small fraction of real background electrons remains
as an irreducible background since they are isolated like DY electrons and are essentially
indistinguishable from them.
As illustrated in ﬁgure 5.3, a real non-isolated background electron coming from
heavy hadron decay leaves a detector signature with two main characteristics. The ﬁrst is
the fact that this electron will not be coming directly from the interaction point unlike a
DY electron, as the heavy hadron on average will travel some distance before it decays. The
second characteristic is that there will be a jet produced by the hadron coming also from the
heavy hadron decay near-by the electron. As for the fake electrons, the main characteristic is
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that they in general produce much bigger showers than DY electrons both transversely and
longitudinally. Given all these characteristics, three identiﬁcation variables are identiﬁed
that can be used to distinguish the remaining inclusive jet background electrons from DY
electrons. The variables are ClusterIsolation, TrackA0 and PtRelJetAxis. PtRelJetAxis is
the electron 푝T relative to the closest jet direction and is used along with the TrackA0 to
reduce those real non-isolated background electrons. ClusterIsolation is used to reduce both
fakes and real non-isolated electrons. Figure 5.10 shows the distributions of these variables
using DY signal and background electrons that pass the standard tight identiﬁcation. As
can be seen, all three variables have clear identiﬁcation power to separate more of the
background electrons from DY electrons. The vertical solid lines and arrows show the
thresholds for each variable and the selected candidates for the barrel region. Distributions
are very similar for the endcap region. ClusterIsolation and TrackA0 already exist in the
standard tight selection, but they can be optimized for this low 퐸T region. There are no
signiﬁcant correlations between these variables as shown in ﬁgure 5.11.
In order to determine the cut values for further reduction of the inclusive jet back-
ground, each variable is considered separately at ﬁrst. For each variable, a starting cut
value is chosen and applied in addition to the standard tight selection. DY signal selection
eﬃciency and purity is calculated. Then, the cut value is changed by small amounts up and
down. For each step, eﬃciency and purity is calculated. The cut value that maximizes the
product of eﬃciency and purity is chosen to be the optimum cut value for each variable.
The optimum cut value for ClusterIsolation is 0.12 for both barrel, ∣휂∣ < 1.37, and endcap,
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Figure 5.10: Distributions of the three additional variables to the standard tight identiﬁca-
tion. Both signal and background distributions for each variable are normalized to unity.
The vertical solid lines and arrows show the thresholds and the selected candidates for the
barrel region. Distributions are very similar for the endcap region.



















Figure 5.11: Correlation matrix of the three additional variables to the standard tight
identiﬁcation. The matrix is calculated using signal electrons passing the tight selection.
∣휂∣ > 1.52, regions. For TrackA0, the cut values are 0.09 mm and 0.15 mm for barrel and
endcap regions respectively. The cut value for the PtRelJetAxis variable is 3.5 GeV for both
barrel and endcap regions.
Figure 5.12 shows the remaining inclusive jet background electrons that satisfy these
three additional identiﬁcation criteria as well as the standard tight selection. The vertical
axis range is kept the same for easy comparison with ﬁgure 5.9. About 83% of those
background electrons passing the standard tight selection fail to pass the tighter selection
that includes these three additional identiﬁcation criteria as well as the standard tight
selection.
The tighter selection criteria in addition to the selection listed in table 5.3 is applied



























Figure 5.12: Classiﬁcation of inclusive jet background electrons passing the tighter identi-
ﬁcation. The sample corresponds to 6.1× 10−4 pb−1 of LHC data.
to both the DY signal and all background samples. The probability of ﬁnding a pair of
inclusive jet background electrons passing the tighter selection in addition to the selection
listed on table 5.3 is found to be 푃T = (1.42 ± 0.31) × 10−9. Table 5.4 shows the event
rates calculated for 100 pb−1 of LHC data. The inclusive jet background is reduced by
Selection Signal 휏+휏− Di-boson 푡푡¯ Inclusive jets
Table 5.3 criteria 8061 ± 113 48 ± 5 14 ± 1 12 ± 1 22400 ± 445
Tighter identiﬁcation 5732 ± 95 28 ± 4 13 ± 1 7 ± 1 383 ± 7
Table 5.4: Drell-Yan signal and background event rates after the estimation and reduction
of inclusive jet background for 100 pb−1 LHC data. The tighter identiﬁcation requires, in
addition to the ATLAS standard tight selection, identiﬁcation based on the electron 푝T
relative to the closest jet axis as well as more strict isolation and impact parameter criteria
optimized to reduce the inclusive jet background for this measurement.
about a factor of 60 at the expense of approximately 30% loss in DY signal eﬃciency. The
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corresponding invariant mass distributions of the DY signal and all background species
are shown in ﬁgure 5.13. The DY signal now constitutes 93% of the measured spectrum.
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Figure 5.13: Invariant mass distributions of Drell-Yan signal and background events passing
the tighter selection listed on table 5.4. The solid-lined distribution represents the sum of
the signal and all background species.






The extent to which an experiment tests a particular scientiﬁc theory is limited by the
capabilities of the experimental setup. For the ATLAS experiment, these limitations can
be divided into two main categories called acceptance and eﬃciency. Particles produced in
proton-proton collisions leaving the interaction point come in many diﬀerent types, energies
and directions. Acceptance is the energy and direction range of capability of the ATLAS
detector in measuring these particles. Eﬃciency is the probability of correctly determining
the type of a particle based on the signature left in the detector.
In this chapter, the acceptance and eﬃciency of the ATLAS detector in measuring
Drell-Yan electrons are calculated in order to correct the invariant mass spectrum obtained
in chapter 5.
6.1 Acceptance
ATLAS will not be able to identify electrons well in the forward region of the detector,
since the inner detector only covers the region ∣휂∣ ≤ 2.5. It is very diﬃcult to distinguish
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electrons from photons using the calorimeters alone without reliable information from the
inner detector since both particles leave very similar signatures. In other words, the ATLAS
detector can only identify electrons if they go through certain parts of the detector geometry.
This is known as geometrical acceptance.
In this work, electrons with 퐸T > 8 GeV and ∣휂∣ ≤ 2.5 excluding the crack region,
1.37 < ∣휂∣ < 1.52, are considered within the acceptance. In order to calculate the accep-
tance as a function of the invariant mass of the Drell-Yan electron pairs, the distribution
of all theoretically possible DY pairs is compared to those pairs of electrons within the
acceptance. When calculating the number of pairs within the acceptance, the eﬀect of de-
tector resolution needs to be taken into account. For instance, an electron of 퐸T slightly
less than 8 GeV in reality may be measured as 퐸T > 8 GeV and hence be accepted or an
electron of 퐸T slightly more than 8 GeV in reality may be rejected. The detector resolu-
tion is dependent on both the energy and direction of particles as detailed in section 3.2.
Figure 6.1 shows the EM calorimeter energy resolution for electrons in two diﬀerent energy
and 휂 ranges as examples. The narrower distribution in the higher energy range indicates
that the calorimeter resolution improves at higher energy. The wider distribution in the
higher 휂 range indicates a degradation in energy resolution. This is due to the increase
in the amount of dead material in front of the calorimeters that causes energy loss by
bremsstrahlung. The asymmetric tails on the left side of the distributions in ﬁgure 6.1 are
the result of such energy loss.
For the calculation of acceptance, the calorimeter energy resolution is parametrized
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Figure 6.1: Energy resolution for electrons in the EM barrel calorimeter. 퐸reco is the electron
energy reconstructed including detector eﬀects. 퐸true is the true electron energy from the
generation level of the ATLAS MC production.
with a double gaussian function in several 퐸 bins, {0.0, 5.0, 10.0, 15.0, 20.0, 30.0, 50.0,
inﬁnity}, and 휂 bins, {0.0, 0.8, 1.37, 1.52, 1.8, 2.0, 2.35, 2.5}. The energy of each true
electron from a DY pair is ﬁrst smeared with these functions. Then, the fraction of those
DY pairs with both electrons within the acceptance is calculated. Figure 6.2 displays the
acceptance of DY electron pairs as a function of the pair invariant mass. The discontinuity
seen at 푚푒푒 of about 43 GeV is due to a statistical ﬂuctuation in the DY sample. The
acceptance is only about 0.5% at 10 GeV due to the distortion of the spectrum caused by
the 퐸T threshold. It increases to 10% at 20 GeV and reaches 30% at 50 GeV.
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Figure 6.2: Drell-Yan event acceptance as a function of pair invariant mass for electrons with
퐸T > 8 GeV and ∣휂∣ ≤ 2.5 excluding the crack region. The error bars represent statistical
errors for 100 pb−1 of data, but the ﬂuctuations are due to a sample size of 63 pb−1.
6.2 Eﬃciency
The eﬃciency of ﬁnding Drell-Yan electrons within the acceptance will not be 100% as there
will be limiting factors in reconstruction, identiﬁcation and triggering which cause loss of
eﬃciency.
Electron reconstruction involves reconstruction of an EM cluster with 퐸T > 3 GeV
and a matching inner detector track within a window of size Δ휂×Δ휙 = 0.05×0.1 and with
the ratio, 퐸/푝, of the cluster energy and the track momentum less than 10 as explained in
section 5.2. Reconstruction eﬃciency is deﬁned as the ratio of the number of reconstructed
electrons to the number of true electrons within the acceptance. Since the detector resolu-
tion smears the direction of electrons, reconstructed electrons within Δ푅 of 0.1 of the true
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electrons of the same charge are counted. The loss of eﬃciency in reconstructing electrons
is largely due to the amount of dead material in front of the EM calorimeter. Electrons
emitting bremsstrahlung photons in the inner detector may have an 퐸/푝 ratio bigger than
10 and may not be reconstructed. The more dead material there is, the more likely such
a loss is to happen. Hence, the eﬃciency decreases with increasing 휂. Figure 6.3 shows
the reconstruction eﬃciency of Drell-Yan electrons within the acceptance as a function of
electron 퐸T on the left and 휂 on the right. The reconstruction eﬃciency as a function of
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Figure 6.3: Drell-Yan electron reconstruction eﬃciency as a function of electron 퐸T on the
left and 휂 on the right.









where 푝0, 푝1, 푝2 and 푝3 are parameters determined with a 휒
2 minimization, and the best
values are shown on the plot.
Electron identiﬁcation variables in the ATLAS standard tight and the tighter selec-
tion particular to this work are used primarily to separate DY electrons from those fake or
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non-isolated electrons coming from inclusive jet events. While reducing a large amount of
these background electrons with the tighter selection, a corresponding loss of some of the
DY electrons cannot be avoided. The Drell-Yan electron identiﬁcation eﬃciency can be cal-
culated with the help of the MC truth information from the MC generator in a way similar
to that used for the reconstruction eﬃciency. First the reconstructed electrons within the
acceptance that have matching true electrons from DY processes are chosen. Then, they
are tested to see whether they pass the tighter selection criteria. Identiﬁcation eﬃciency
can then be deﬁned as the ratio of the number of the reconstructed electrons passing the
tighter selection to the total number of reconstructed electrons.
In the early stages of the ATLAS experiment, it is important to use real data based
techniques without relying on MC to calibrate and to measure the performance of the de-
tector as it will take some time to re-tune the MC algorithms with the understanding of this
new energy regime in order to match better the real data. The DY electron identiﬁcation
eﬃciency can be determined with a data based technique called tag & probe. In the tag
& probe method, ﬁrst a fairly clean (low background) sample of events with two potential
electron candidates is chosen. One of these electron candidates must pass the tighter se-
lection criteria in order to reduce the background and is called the tag. The other electron
candidate is called the probe and is tested for the tighter selection criteria to determine
the identiﬁcation eﬃciency. The DY resonances 푍, 퐽/휓 and 훶 are examined to see if they
can be used to select tag & probe pairs, whose invariant masses are within one of these
resonances. They will not only provide a low background sample but also the 퐸T and 휂
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distributions of tag and probe electrons will be approximately the same. In other words,
the eﬃciency obtained by just testing one of the pair electrons against the identiﬁcation
criteria shall be the same as testing both. Table 6.1 summarizes the tag & probe selection
criteria speciﬁc to each resonance.
Selection 퐽/휓 훶 푍
Tag and probe 퐸T greater than [GeV] 7 7 15
휂 less than [rad] excluding crack 2.5 2.5 2.5
Invariant mass range [GeV,GeV] [2.1,4.1] [8,11] [81,101]
Δ푅 range between tag & probe [rad] [0.2,0.4] [0.5,1.2] [2.2,4.0]
Probe isolation less than 0.5 0.5 0.3
Table 6.1: Tag & probe method selection criteria speciﬁc to each DY resonance.
The tag & probe method selects two types of pairs: those where probes do not
satisfy a tighter identiﬁcation and those where probes do pass the tighter identiﬁcation.
The former happens with a probability of 2휖pid(1 − 휖pid) where 휖pid is the DY electron
identiﬁcation eﬃciency. The latter happens with a probability of 휖2pid. Consequently, the
eﬃciency calculated with the tag & probe is expressed as
휖tp =
휖2pid




where 휖tp is the ratio of the number of probes passing the tighter selection to the total
number of probes. Figure 6.4 shows a comparison of the DY identiﬁcation eﬃciency, 휖pid,
determined using the tag & probe method to MC truth method as a function of electron
퐸T on the left plots and 휂 on the right plots. The results obtained from 퐽/휓, 훶 and 푍
resonances with 2, 2.6 and 245 pb−1 of LHC data respectively are presented from top to
bottom. Eﬃciencies from the tag & probe method using 푍 and 훶 data are consistent with
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Figure 6.4: Comparison of electron identiﬁcation eﬃciency with tag & probe method to
MC truth as a function of electron 퐸T on the left and 휂 on the right.
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predictions from the MC truth method. There is a clear disagreement in the case of 퐽/휓
data. The tag & probe electrons are geometrically very close to each other in the case of
the 퐽/휓 data. Hence, requiring the tag to satisfy the tighter selection with very stringent
isolation criteria biases the selected probe to be more likely to satisfy the tighter selection
criteria. The bias can be estimated using MC truth. However this would make the tag
& probe method MC dependent. Therefore, only 훶 and 푍 resonance data are combined
to calculate the identiﬁcation eﬃciency in the full 퐸T range of the low mass DY electrons
of interest. Figure 6.5 presents the DY electron identiﬁcation eﬃciency as a function of
electron 퐸T combining the two resonances. The error bars represent 100 pb
−1 of LHC data,
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Figure 6.5: Drell-Yan electron identiﬁcation eﬃciency as a function of 퐸T with the tag &
probe method. Data from 훶 and 푍 resonances are combined to cover the full 퐸T range of
DY electrons. Error bars represent 100 pb−1 of LHC data.
though the intrinsic ﬂuctuations between data points in each resonance correspond to 2.6
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and 245 pb−1 for 훶 and 푍 respectively. In the case of the 훶 data points, a few 퐸T bins
are summed together to have a statistically signiﬁcant number of probes. The identiﬁcation
eﬃciency is parametrized as a function of 퐸T with a function of the form as in equation 6.1.
Trigger eﬃciency can also be calculated using the tag & probe method. In this work,
the 2e5 trigger is used. The 2e5 trigger requires two electron candidates each satisfying a
single electron trigger, EF e5. Hence, testing whether the probe passing the tighter selection
also satisﬁes the EF e5 trigger and squaring the calculated single electron trigger eﬃciency
will give the eﬃciency for the 2e5 trigger. In the ATLAS trigger system, electron identi-
ﬁcation begins at the LVL1 trigger with the selection of EM objects using the calorimeter
information only with a coarse granularity. The RoIs from these EM objects are then used
in the HLT for a ﬁner selection of isolated EM objects using the full granularity of the
calorimeters. Finally, an electron is identiﬁed if an EM object has an associated track in
the inner detector, and then the event is recorded. The selection criteria used in the trigger
are much looser than the tighter electron identiﬁcation used oﬄine as listed in table 5.4.
Hence, the trigger eﬃciency for selecting a DY electron satisfying the tighter selection will
be about 100% in the whole 퐸T range except near the trigger 퐸T threshold. The trigger
eﬃciency close to the 퐸T threshold will decrease due to the broader trigger energy resolu-
tion. Figure 6.6 presents the EF e5 trigger eﬃciency as a function of 퐸T on the left and 휂
on the right using the MC truth method from the DY signal sample as there was no trigger
simulation in the 훶 sample on which to use the tag & probe method.
The overall eﬃciency is calculated by multiplying reconstruction, identiﬁcation and
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Figure 6.6: EF e5 trigger eﬃciency for Drell-Yan electrons as a function of electron 퐸T on
the left and 휂 on the right.
trigger eﬃciencies for each pair electron as a function of their 퐸T in three 휂 regions: central
barrel [0.0,0.8] rad, extended barrel [0.8,1.37] rad and endcap [1.52,2.5] rad. The small 훶
sample limited the 휂 binning to three. More binning will be possible with 100 pb−1of LHC
data. Figure 6.7 shows the mean overall eﬃciency as a function of pair invariant mass.
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Figure 6.7: Drell-Yan event selection eﬃciency as a function of pair invariant mass. The





In this chapter, the calculation of the Drell-Yan diﬀerential cross-section is described and
the results of this analysis are presented. The uncertainties on the results presented are
purely statistical at this point. Systematic uncertainties will be studied in the next chapter.
7.1 Expected spectrum
The expected diﬀerential cross-section before corrections, in other words what would be
observed, is calculated by normalizing the raw invariant mass distribution of electron pairs
shown in ﬁgure 5.13 to the corresponding integrated luminosity of the data samples ana-
















is the diﬀerential cross-section for bin 푖. 푁 (푖) is the number of electron
pairs for bin 푖. Δ푚
(푖)
푒푒 is the bin width, and ℒ(푖) is the integrated luminosity of the data
sample.
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Diﬀerential cross-sections calculated for Drell-Yan signal and background processes
are presented in ﬁgure 7.1. The total measured cross-section of all electron pairs including
 [GeV]eem



















Figure 7.1: Measured Drell-Yan diﬀerential cross-section before corrections as a function of
pair invariant mass. The solid-lined distribution represents the sum of the signal and all
background species.
background for the selection criteria listed in table 5.4 is (63.6 ± 1.1) pb for the invariant
mass range between 10 GeV and 60 GeV. It is expected that the Drell-Yan cross-section is
93% of the total.
Figure 7.2 presents the diﬀerential cross-sections as a function of 푝T of the electron
pair on the top plot and rapidity on the bottom plot. At higher 푝T, the amount of inclusive
jet background decreases relative to the Drell-Yan signal. The main reason for this is the
exponential decrease in inclusive jet events with higher 푝T whereas the decrease in the
Drell-Yan signal follows a power law.












































Figure 7.2: Measured Drell-Yan diﬀerential cross-section before corrections as a function of
transverse momentum of the electron pair on the top plot and rapidity of the pair on the
bottom plot. The solid-lined distribution represents the sum of the signal and all background
species.
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7.2 Corrected spectrum
In order to calculate the Drell-Yan diﬀerential cross-section, the measured diﬀerential cross-
section of all electron pairs is corrected in three steps. First the estimated background is
subtracted. Then, the background subtracted diﬀerential cross-section is corrected for the
detection eﬃciency of Drell-Yan signal electrons determined in section 6.2. Finally, the
background subtracted and eﬃciency corrected diﬀerential cross-section is corrected for the





































is the measured diﬀerential cross-section of all background electron pairs for bin
푖. 퐴푖 and 휖푖 are the acceptance and eﬃciency for bin 푖, respectively.
Each correction step is displayed in ﬁgure 7.3 starting from the measured diﬀerential
cross-section shown as the shaded-circles with error bars. The background subtracted dis-
tribution is shown as the unshaded-circles with error bars. The shaded-triangles with error
bars present the background subtracted and eﬃciency corrected diﬀerential cross-section.
The fully corrected, including acceptance, Drell-Yan diﬀerential cross-section is shown as
the unshaded-triangles with error bars. The solid-lined distribution represents the theo-
retical expectation. All of the error bars are statistical and represent 100 pb−1 equivalent
LHC data, though the intrinsic ﬂuctuations between bins are mainly due to the 63 pb−1
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Figure 7.3: Corrected Drell-Yan diﬀerential cross-section as a function of pair invariant
mass. The solid-lined distribution represents the theoretical expectation.
equivalent Drell-Yan signal sample used for this analysis. The corrected distribution agrees
well with the theoretical expectation.
The total corrected Drell-Yan cross-section is (5.90±0.24) nb for the invariant mass
range between 10 GeV and 60 GeV. The quoted uncertainty of 4.1% is statistical. Potential
systematic uncertainties are studied in chapter 8.
Figure 7.4 presents the corrected DY diﬀerential cross-section as a function of 푝T of
the electron in the top plot and rapidity in the bottom plot. It is clear from the diﬀerential
cross-section as a function of rapidity plot that the acceptance and eﬃciency corrections
need to be calculated for more 휂 bins than the three (barrel, extended barrel and endcap)
used in chapter 6 as the amount of dead material in front of the EM calorimeter varies more
with increasing 휂. More binning in 휂 was not possible with the 2.6 pb−1 훶 sample.













































Figure 7.4: Corrected Drell-Yan diﬀerential cross-section as a function of pair transverse
momentum on the top plot and 푦푒푒 on the bottom plot. The solid-lined distribution repre-





In this chapter, the potential sources of systematic uncertainties are studied. The system-
atics considered are those aﬀecting the calculation of the acceptance and eﬃciency, and the
estimation of the inclusive jet background.
8.1 Acceptance uncertainty
The main source of uncertainty on the calculation of the acceptance correction to the diﬀer-
ential cross-section is due to the uncertainty on the PDFs used in the event generation. A
detailed description of PDF uncertainty determination can be found in [47] and [48]. CTEQ
PDFs are used in the ATLAS MC production. The CTEQ group provides 40 eigenvector
PDF sets along with a best-ﬁt set for studies of PDF uncertainty. These eigenvector sets are
also called the PDF error sets. CTEQ uses the Hessian method to assess the uncertainties
on the PDFs. In version CTEQ6, the global data used for PDF determination is ﬁt with
20 free parameters, 푎푖, and minimizing the 휒
2 of the ﬁt yields a best ﬁt which is called the
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central PDF set, 푆0. Then, the change in the global 휒






퐻푖푗(푎푖 − 푎0푖 )(푎푗 − 푎0푗 ) (8.1)
where 퐻푖푗 is the Hessian error matrix, the superscript zero denotes the central value, and 푁
is equal to 20 in the case of CTEQ6. The matrix is diagonalized to get 20 eigenvectors each
of which probes a direction in the PDF parameter space. The eigenvectors are numbered
from highest to lowest eigenvalue. Highest eigenvalues correspond to the best determined
directions. Each eigenvector is varied up and down to get 40 new parameter sets, 푆±푖 , that
can be used for uncertainty analysis.
In order to estimate the acceptance uncertainty on the Drell-Yan cross-section due
to the choice of PDF parametrization, the CTEQ6.1M central set and the ﬁrst 20 of the
associated error sets are used. With each of the 21 PDF sets, 2 × 105 low mass Drell-
Yan events corresponding to 36 pb−1 of LHC data in the invariant mass range 10 GeV
to 60 GeV are generated using PYTHIA. Figure 8.1 shows the Drell-Yan diﬀerential cross-
section within the acceptance, determined using these 21 diﬀerent PDF sets on the top plot.
The error bars are statistical. The bottom plot presents the spread of the diﬀerential cross-
sections obtained using 20 error sets from the one obtained using the central PDF set. The
average spread is 13.7%. The acceptance systematic uncertainty on the total cross-section
between 10 GeV to 60 GeV invariant mass is 2.4%.
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Figure 8.1: Acceptance uncertainty on the Drell-Yan spectrum.
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8.2 Eﬃciency uncertainty
The largest eﬃciency correction comes from electron identiﬁcation. As described in sec-
tion 6.2, the electron identiﬁcation eﬃciency is calculated with the tag & probe method.
This method can introduce bias for two main reasons compared to, for instance, the con-
ventional MC method used to calculate the reconstruction eﬃciency. The ﬁrst is due to the
fact that the tag electron is more likely to be identiﬁed in an 휂 region where the eﬃciency is
higher, and therefore the probe electron naturally may be found in 휂 where the eﬃciency is
lower as it is highly correlated with the tag electron. Figure 8.2 illustrates a comparison of
휂 distributions of the tag and probe electron candidates from the 푍 boson sample. The two
η














Figure 8.2: Comparison of 휂 distributions of the tag and probe electron candidates. The two
solid vertical lines separate the 휂 regions at which the identiﬁcation eﬃciency is calculated.
solid vertical lines separate the 휂 regions for which the identiﬁcation eﬃciency is calculated.
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Taking the central barrel region, ∣휂∣ < 0.8, for example, the tag electron candidates are
selected more from the middle of this region and hence pushing the probes to be selected
more from the edges. The middle region, where the tags are selected, is where the eﬃciency
is higher in this central barrel region as is shown on the bottom right plot of the ﬁgure 6.4.
Since the identiﬁcation eﬃciency is calculated as a function of 퐸T of the electron candidates
and integrated over the 휂 range of this region, the bias in selecting probes in the less eﬃcient
휂 region causes an under-estimation of the eﬃciency for a particular electron candidate 퐸T.
Similar behaviour can be observed in the extended barrel and the endcap regions as well.
The second reason for a bias is the fact that there will be background electron pairs in the
tag & probe sample used for eﬃciency calculation. Figure 8.3 shows the invariant mass
distribution of tag & probe pairs in the range 1 GeV and 110 GeV where for the purpose of
illustration, the tag & probe selection criteria from the 훶 resonance, presented in table 6.1
with the exception of Δ푅 and invariant mass cuts, are used for all data samples including
the inclusive jet background and the 푍 boson resonance. As can be seen in the plot, the
signal tag & probe pairs dominate at the resonances compared to the background, though
the background is still signiﬁcant. Away from the resonances, the background is about an
order of magnitude higher than the signal. Consequently, the amount of background under
the resonance peaks can be estimated using the regions where the background dominates.
For instance, ﬁtting an exponential function in the invariant mass region 12 GeV to 18 GeV
and using this function to estimate the background under the 훶 peak yields a result accu-
rate within 5% of the actual background which means an underestimate of the background
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Figure 8.3: Drell-Yan resonances and background for the tag & probe method.
of about 1%.
In order to simulate the degradation eﬀect of background in the eﬃciency calculation
and compare the tag & probe method with the conventional MC method, the total number
of probes is increased by 1% for the 훶 data and 0.5% for the 푍 data. In other words, the
denominator of equation 6.2 is increased without changing the numerator as the eﬃciency
of background probes passing the tighter identiﬁcation criteria is negligibly small relative to
the signal probes. Figure 8.4 shows the comparison of the corrected Drell-Yan diﬀerential
cross-section using the eﬃciency calculated with the tag & probe method from 훶 and 푍
samples to the diﬀerential cross-section corrected using the eﬃciency calculated with the
MC method from the Drell-Yan signal sample in the top plot. The error bars are statistical.
The bottom plot shows the spread of the tag & probe method result with respect to the one
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Figure 8.4: Eﬃciency uncertainty on the Drell-Yan spectrum.
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from the MC method. The average spread is 6.1%. The negative spread at higher invariant
masses well above the 퐸T threshold means the tag & probe method under-estimates the
eﬃciency, which results in an over-correction of the diﬀerential cross-section. Both reasons
for bias described in the ﬁrst paragraph of this section lead to such an under-estimation of
the eﬃciency. The bias on the probe 휂 distribution causes most of this spread. The positive
spread at lower invariant masses is largely due to the very small, 2.6 pb−1, 훶 sample allowing
for only three bins in 휂 and three bins in electron 퐸T between 8 GeV and 15 GeV for the
calculation of eﬃciency. 100 pb−1 equivalent LHC data will allow for more binning and
hence for a more precise calculation of the eﬃciency using the tag & probe method. In
other words, the spread will be reduced signiﬁcantly with 100 pb−1 of data. The eﬃciency
systematic uncertainty on the total cross-section between 10 GeV to 60 GeV invariant mass
is 0.2%.
8.3 QCD background uncertainty
The estimation of the inclusive jet background is explained in detail in section 5.5. The
lack of enough inclusive jet MC data did not allow for a more accurate DY-like di-electron
analysis of the background. Instead, an estimation of the jet background is made rely-
ing on information obtained from single electrons. The systematic uncertainties on the
cross-section arising from the estimation of the inclusive jet background are investigated
separately for the normalization and shape of the background.
The uncertainty on the estimated probability of ﬁnding a pair of electrons satisfying
the tighter selection listed on table 5.4 in an inclusive jet event is calculated to be 22%.
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In order to determine the systematic uncertainty on the cross-section, the inclusive jet
background is assumed to be over or under-estimated by 22% and subtracted from the
measured distribution. The top plot in ﬁgure 8.5 shows the comparison of the corrected
Drell-Yan diﬀerential cross-section assuming a perfect estimation of the jet background to
the cases where over or under-estimation occurs. The bottom plot shows the spread of
the results from over or under-estimation of the background with respect to the perfect
estimation. The average spread is 2.5%. The jet background normalization systematic
uncertainty on the total cross-section between 10 GeV to 60 GeV invariant mass is 1.5%.
The shape of the inclusive jet background is estimated by re-weighting the base
invariant mass distribution of all jet background electrons within acceptance before any of
the identiﬁcation cuts are applied. The weights are obtained as a function of the electron
퐸T from the eﬃciency of the jet background electrons passing the tighter identiﬁcation as a
function of their 퐸T. The assumption is that the shape of the invariant mass distribution of
the jet background electrons within acceptance will change once the tighter identiﬁcation is
applied since the tighter identiﬁcation eﬃciency on the background electrons varies with 휂.
This assumption is validated for the case of loose identiﬁcation and the actual shape of the
invariant mass distribution of the loose background electrons could be estimated with this
re-weighting technique. Although it is reasonable to assume such a re-weighting technique
can be used to estimate the shape of the background after tighter selection, there is no way
of validating such an assumption due to the lack of enough MC data with a DY-like di-
electron analysis. Therefore, the systematic uncertainty on the cross-section that may arise
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Figure 8.5: Jet background normalization uncertainty on the Drell-Yan spectrum.
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from this shape is studied by comparing the corrected diﬀerential cross-section including an
estimation and subtraction of the jet background for which the shape is obtained with this
re-weighting technique to the one where the shape of the background is assumed to be the
same as the base distribution before tighter selection so that the reweighting is not applied.
Figure 8.6 presents such a comparison in the top plot. The bottom plot shows the spread
of the result without reweighting from the result with reweighting. The average spread is
3.5%. This uncertainty will be reduced as it is common for particle physics experiments
to produce nearly as much MC data as the experimental data collected, and therefore the
shape of the background will be determined more accurately. The jet background shape
systematic uncertainty on the total cross-section between 10 GeV to 60 GeV invariant mass
is 0.5%.
Consequently, the overall jet background systematic uncertainty on the total cross-
section between 10 GeV to 60 GeV invariant mass is 2.0% which is the sum of the shape
and normalization uncertainties since the two are correlated.
A summary of statistical and all systematic uncertainties studied is provided at the
beginning of the discussion chapter that follows.
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The analysis performed assuming 100 pb−1 of LHC data has yielded a total cross-section of
5.90 nb for the Drell-Yan electron pair invariant mass range of 10 GeV to 60 GeV. The statis-







Total statistical and systematic 5.1
Table 9.1: Summary of uncertainties on the total Drell-Yan cross-section in the 10 GeV to
60 GeV invariant mass range for 100 pb−1 LHC data.
systematic and statistical uncertainty is obtained by adding the individual uncertainties in
quadrature.
In this chapter, comparison of the results of this analysis with the current theoretical
predictions and the measurements from previous experiments is provided, followed by a
discussion on the proposed set of low 퐸T Drell-Yan electron identiﬁcation variables for the
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early data taking at the LHC.
9.1 PDF uncertainty on the cross-section
The DY cross-section is the convolution of the parton level cross-section and PDFs as can
be seen in the formulae given in section 2.2.2. The uncertainty on the cross-section mainly
comes from the uncertainty on the PDFs. The determination of the PDF uncertainty
is explained brieﬂy in section 8.1. In order to calculate the uncertainty on any physical
observable, 푋, due to the uncertainties on the PDFs, the CTEQ group suggests the use of














푋0 −푋+푖 , 푋0 −푋−푖 , 0
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(9.2)
where 푁 is the number of free parameters and is equal to 20 in the case of CTEQ6. 푋+푖
and 푋−푖 are the values of the observable 푋 calculated using the positive and negative PDF
error sets respectively from the 푖th direction of the PDF parameter space. 푋0 is the value
of the observable 푋 calculated using the central PDF set.
In this work, the observable 푋 is the Drell-Yan cross-section that can be obtained
using the LO diﬀerential cross-section equation 2.30 and integrating over the pair invariant
mass range of interest. The accuracy of the cross-section equation is validated by comparing
with the diﬀerential cross-section from the PYTHIA event generator using the same PDF
set as shown on ﬁgure 9.1. The solid-lined curve is obtained using the cross-section equation.
Good agreement between PYTHIA and the theoretical calculation shows that cross-sections
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[nb] =  7.32Pythiaσ
[nb] =  7.39Theoryσ
Figure 9.1: Drell-Yan diﬀerential cross-section as a function of the electron pair invariant
mass assuming a perfect detection eﬃciency and acceptance. The solid-lined curve is a
theoretical calculation using the LO formulae in section 2.2.2.
are calculated to the LO in PYTHIA.
Using the master formulae and the cross-section equation along with the CTEQ6.1M
central and 40 associated PDF sets, the larger of the asymmetric uncertainties on the total
Drell-Yan cross-section in the invariant mass range between 10 GeV and 60 GeV is found
to be 7.6%.
With the 7.6% theoretical uncertainty on the total Drell-Yan cross-section at low
mass and the overall expected measurement uncertainty of 5.1%, 100 pb−1 of LHC data
already seems to be enough to begin constraining the PDFs and reducing their uncertainties.
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9.2 Comparison with the previous measurements
Experiments at the Fermilab TEVATRON [49], currently the highest energy accelerator
colliding beams of protons and anti-protons at a centre of mass energy of 1.96 TeV, provide
previous measurements comparable to this work. Measurements of Drell-Yan diﬀerential
cross-sections for invariant masses above 11 GeV and 40 GeV are reported in [50] and [51],
respectively. The reference [50] uses about 85 pb−1, while the reference [51] uses 108 pb−1
of TEVATRON data taken at 1.8 TeV centre of mass energy.
For the invariant mass range of 11 GeV to 15 GeV, the reference [50] presents a
statistical uncertainty of 12.1%, a systematic uncertainty of 27.1% and a total uncertainty
of 29.7% on the Drell-Yan cross-section. For the same invariant mass range with 100 pb−1
of LHC data, a statistical uncertainty of 6.8%, a systematic uncertainty of 5.1% and a total
uncertainty of 8.5% on the cross-section are expected.
For the invariant mass range of 20 GeV to 30 GeV, reference [50] presents a statistical
uncertainty of 5.4%, a systematic uncertainty of 8.5% and a total uncertainty of 10.1% on
the Drell-Yan cross-section. For the same invariant mass range with 100 pb−1 of LHC data,
a statistical uncertainty of 3.1%, a systematic uncertainty of 5.9% and a total uncertainty
of 6.7% on the cross-section are expected.
For the invariant mass range of 40 GeV to 50 GeV, reference [51] presents a total
uncertainty of 20.4% on the Drell-Yan cross-section. For the same invariant mass range
with 100 pb−1 of LHC data, a total uncertainty of 12.3% on the cross-section is expected.
The higher centre of mass energy of the LHC means a larger Drell-Yan cross-section
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which in turn will result in many more Drell-Yan events for the same integrated luminosities
compared to the TEVATRON. Therefore, statistical uncertainties on the measurement of
the Drell-Yan spectrum will be reduced signiﬁcantly at LHC and should help reduce the
systematic uncertainties. More importantly, at the TEVATRON centre of mass energies,
the proton structure is probed down to a momentum fraction of about 2× 10−2, whereas it
will be probed down to about 10−4 at the LHC.
9.3 Drell-Yan electron identiﬁcation for early running
The ATLAS standard tight electron identiﬁcation has quite a few cuts applied in 42 diﬀerent
퐸T and 휂 bins as discussed in section 5.3. Each of these variables will have to be studied
thoroughly and optimized in each bin. Understanding the systematics and optimization of
each of these variables in each 퐸T and 휂 bin will require a statistically signiﬁcant number
of electrons. Such study and optimization will take time and require on the order of a
few 10 pb−1 of LHC data. Therefore, for the early LHC operation, a small subset of the
standard tight identiﬁcation variables most relevant for the identiﬁcation of the low 퐸T
Drell-Yan electrons is studied in addition to the three additional tighter selection variables
used to further reduce the inclusive jet background as explained in section 5.6.
In order to select four of the standard tight selection variables, the signal and in-
clusive jet background electrons passing the tighter ClusterIsolation, TrackA0 and PtRel-
JetAxis variables are used to calculate the discrimination power of the remaining standard
tight identiﬁcation variables. The TrackTRTratio, TrackMatchEoverP, TrackMatchEta and
ClusterStripsWtot are found to be the most discriminating. These four variables are op-
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timized in two 휂 bins, namely barrel and endcap as is done for ClusterIsolation, TrackA0
and PtRelJetAxis. Table 9.2 presents the optimized cut values for each bin for each of the
identiﬁcation variables proposed to be used during the early data taking at the LHC. These





TrackMatchEoverP min:{0.9,1.0} and max:{1.5,2.0}
TrackMatchEta {0.0023,0.0023}
ClusterStripsWtot {2.9,3.1}
Table 9.2: Low 퐸T Drell-Yan electron identiﬁcation variables for early running period of
the LHC. Cut values are presented for barrel, ∣휂∣ < 1.37, and endcap, ∣휂∣ > 1.52, within the
ATLAS tracking region, ∣휂∣ < 2.5. TrackTRTratio is only applied up to the TRT coverage,
∣휂∣ < 2.0.
seven cuts applied only in two 휂 bins achieves the same signal to background ratio as on
table 5.4 using the combination all of the ATLAS standard electron identiﬁcation and the




The structure of the proton is parametrized with the Parton Distribution Functions (PDFs).
The PDFs are best determined experimentally and are used to calculate cross-sections or
in other words the likelihood of observed physical processes, which are crucial in exploiting
the discovery potential of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), the highest energy accelerator
ever built that will begin operation in late 2009.
Drell-Yan (DY) is a well understood process involving the annihilation of a quark
from one hadron with an anti-quark from another hadron producing an oppositely charged
lepton pair, and hence it probes a well deﬁned initial state. The charged leptons, electrons
and muons speciﬁcally, are the most readily detected and arguably the best measured parti-
cles at ATLAS. The DY process therefore has signiﬁcant practical experimental advantages
to understand the performance of and to calibrate the ATLAS detector, and will play an
essential role in many of the physics goals envisioned at the LHC. Examples of such physics
goals are precision measurements of the Standard Model (SM), discovery of the only unob-
served particle predicted by the SM, the Higgs boson, and understanding the electroweak
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symmetry breaking process.
This dissertation has studied the prospects for measuring the DY spectrum in the
10 GeV to 60 GeV low invariant mass range using 푒+푒− pairs from the initial LHC data in
order to further constrain the PDFs. In this invariant mass range, the proton structure is
probed down to about 10−4 in momentum fractions carried by partons.
The analysis is based on the full Monte Carlo simulation of the ATLAS detector
response to signal (DY) electrons and background (inclusive jets, 휏+휏−, di-boson and 푡푡¯)
processes.
The total Drell-Yan cross-section in the invariant mass range 10 GeV to 60 GeV is
expected to be
휎DY = 5.90± 0.24(stat)± 0.18(syst) nb
where the statistical uncertainty represents an assumed data sample of 100 pb−1 which the
LHC is capable of delivering in less than a week at a moderate luminosity of 1033 cm−2s−1.
The systematic uncertainties come from the PDF uncertainty on the acceptance, the tag
& probe method uncertainty on the eﬃciency, and the uncertainty on the estimation of
the inclusive jet background. The result corresponds to an overall uncertainty of 5.1%
when the statistical and systematic uncertainties are added in quadrature. In comparison
to the current theoretical uncertainty of 7.6% in the same invariant mass region and the
previous measurements from the TEVATRON, currently the highest energy accelerator in
operation, the results indicate that the PDF uncertainties can be reduced and hence the
proton structure can be further constrained with as little as 100 pb−1 of LHC data.
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Kinematics of the Parton Model
and the Drell-Yan process











Figure A.1: Schematic diagram of a proton-proton collision.
In the Parton Model, the total cross section for producing the fermion 푐, in the
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2) + (퐴↔ 퐵 if 푎 ∕= 푏)] 휎ˆ (A.1)
where 푎 and 푏 are the partons in the protons 퐴 and 퐵, 퐶푎푏 is the initial colour averaging
factor, 휎ˆ represents the subprocess or constituent level cross section for the interaction of
the two partons 푎 and 푏 to form the ﬁnal state 푐 and 푋, and
∑
is the sum over all possible
parton pairs that can produce 푐+푋. The term 퐴↔ 퐵 is
퐴↔ 퐵 ≡ 푓푎/퐵(푥푏, 푄2)푓푏/퐴(푥푎, 푄2)
to account for the possibility of the parton 푎 coming from the proton 퐵 carrying a momen-
tum fraction 푥푏 and the parton 푏 coming from the proton 퐴 carrying a momentum fraction










since there are three and eight diﬀerent colour charges carried by each quark and gluon,
respectively.
The momentum fraction 푥푎,푏 carried by each parton, ignoring the parton masses, is
given by
푝푎,푏 = 푥푎,푏푝퐴,퐵 (A.2)
where 푝푎,푏 (푝퐴,퐵) represents the four-momentum of each parton (proton). Thus, the invari-
ant mass squared 푠ˆ of the parton pair, assuming that the protons are in the centre of mass
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frame, and there is no angle between the interacting partons, is














= 4퐸푎퐸푏 = 4푥푎퐸퐴푥푏퐸퐵
푠ˆ = 푥푎푥푏푠 = 휏푠 (A.4)
where 푠 is the invariant mass squared of the proton pair, and the variable 휏 = 푥푎푥푏, a
number between 0 and 1, is deﬁned in order to simplify future formulae. Rewriting the

















, 푄2) + (퐴↔ 퐵 if 푎 ∕= 푏)
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휎ˆ (A.5)

























, 푄2) + (퐴↔ 퐵 if 푎 ∕= 푏)
]
(A.7)
is called parton luminosity since multiplication of it with the parton cross section 휎ˆ gives
the total cross section in a pp (or hadron-hadron) collision.
In hadron-hadron collisions, it is more convenient to use rapidity, 푦, in calculations
of cross sections or other observables since the hard scatter (푎푏 system) centre of mass
moves in the lab frame (i.e. 푥푎 and 푥푏 are not necessarily equal) along the beam axis, and
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the shape of observable distributions in 푦 are relativistically invariant. The rapidity is a















where 퐸(c.m.) is the energy and 푝
(c.m.)
∣∣ is the longitudinal momentum of the 푎푏 system in
the 퐴퐵 centre of mass frame. The 퐴퐵 centre of mass frame is the lab frame for the
LHC. Pseudorapidity is often used as an approximation for 푦 when mass of a particle is
small compared to its energy and is deﬁned as 휂 = − ln (tan 휃2) where 휃 is the polar angle.
The rapidity can be written in terms of 푥푎 and 푥푏 only when assuming that the partons
are massless, and there is no angle between them. The momentum fraction 푥푎,푏 can be
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∣∣∣∣ 푑푥푎푑푥푏
푑푦푑휏 = 푑푥푎푑푥푏 (A.10)


















, 푄2) + (퐴↔ 퐵 if 푎 ∕= 푏)
]
휎ˆ (A.11)
and if the longitudinal momentum fraction of the 푎푏 system is deﬁned as
푥 = 푥푎 − 푥푏 (A.12)
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then the momentum fraction 푥푎 can be written in terms of 푥 and 휏 as follows
























Hence, the diﬀerential cross section can be written in terms of 푥 and 휏 as
푑2휎
푑푦푑휏























2 푑푦 . (A.19)
In the practical case of the Drell-Yan process as shown in ﬁgure A.2, the total cross
section for producing a DY pair (i.e. lepton-antilepton pair) can be, using the Parton Model











푙푙) + (푞 ↔ 푞¯)
]
휎ˆ푞푞¯→푙+푙− (A.20)






Figure A.2: Feynman diagram of the tree level Drell-Yan process.
where unlike a pp¯ collision, 푞 ↔ 푞¯ term is added explicitly rather than multiplication with
a factor of two since there is an imbalance of quarks and anti-quarks in a pp collision due to
the valence quarks. In the lowest order, the subprocess cross section 휎ˆ due to the exchange
of a virtual photon is given by





푠ˆ = 푚2푙푙 = (푝1 + 푝2)
2 = 푥1푥2푠 = 휏푠 (A.22)
휏 = 푚2푙푙/푠 (A.23)
and 푝1 and 푝2 are the four-momenta of the quarks. The running electromagnetic coupling,
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with the ﬁne structure constant 훼(푚2푒) = 1/137.036 [12]. 푁푐 is equal to one for leptons
and three for quarks. 푚푙푙 is the invariant mass of the lepton pair while 푚푓 represents the
fermion masses less than 푚푙푙. The factor 푁푐퐶푞푞¯ =
1
3 reﬂects the fact that only three of
nine colour combinations are possible matching colours from a quark and antiquark pair
that can lead to a colour-less virtual photon. The subprocess diﬀerential cross section for







where the Dirac delta function 훿(푠ˆ−푚2푙푙) imposes 푠ˆ = 푚2푙푙. Hence the total diﬀerential cross
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(A.26)
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which depends only on 휏 , but not on푚푙푙 or 푠 individually.
푑ℒ(휏)
푑휏 was deﬁned in equation 2.6.
